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Object of the Experiment: 

We have seen, in the discussion of Project 3,,3, that several ! 
sweeping image (t*streak’l) cameras will observe light intensity on& : 
surface of the MIKE gadget case indirectly - by utilizing reflect% 
mirrors. This experiment is designed to supplement and extend su& 
Wearly time" documentation by observing the case disassembly and 
initial fireball growth directly. 

A detailed knowledge of how the gadget case disassembled is in. 
valuable to those interested in internal temperatures, pressures, 
reaction rates, etc. The early formation of "jets" are also of great 
interest, as they are indicative of non-uniform expansion (or com- 
pression) and may explain the existence of temporary assymetries in 
the shock wave. 

Method aqd Procedure: 

A. The case will be observed directly with two groups of 3 4 
cameras, the first group operating at a speed of 13.5 million francs 
per second and the second group operating at a spesd of 90 thousand 
frames per second. The first group is designed tin document the case 
disassembly, and the slower group will document the initial fireball 
development. The decreased time resolution of the second group will, 
of course, imply that records sre taken over a longer period of time, 

Since these cameras achieve their high tilme resolution by 
using the sweeping image technique (fixed film and rotating mirror), 
electronic timing devices must be used to close the shutters after 
the fiLm has been swept once. Otherwise, multiple exposure would 
result. For lack of a better name, these cameras are called "frame" 
cameras. 

B. The six cameras used in this experiment will be housed in 
a fall-out-proofed shelter on Eogallua - the same shelter as is used 

. by Project 3.3. . 
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Object of the Experimentr 

Thie project is included in the Scientific Photography program b 
augment the collection of data on illumination a~ a function of tim 
from exploding atomic weapons. One value of such data is discuesed 
under Project 3.6. Another value is the establishment of a fund of 
infon?ation uith which to design and adjust photographic equipment 
being used under the light conditions generated by atomic bombs. The 
success of such projects as 6.2 and 6.4a is completely dependent upon 
good photographic records being obtained - which implies that such 
things as film sensitivity, shutter speed, and auxiliary lenses (fil- 
ters) must be selected with great care. Knowledge of the light inten- 
sities that will be experienced is essential in making these selec- 
tions. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. Perhaps the simplest and most direct technique for measuring ’ 
overall illumination as a function of time from an atomic bomb explos-_ 
ion is afforded by a device known as the GR (General Radio - the + 
manufacturer) "slit" camera. It consists, essentially, of a rectangu- 
lar aperture in front of a moving photographic film. The aperture 
is covered with a strip of neutral density (RD) filter material* - the 
strip being constructed in such a way as to make available a wide 
selection of ND filters. That is, as the aperture is traversed, a 
small section is covered with an ND-O filter* - the next small sec- 
tion is covered with an ND-1 filter, and so on. The net result is 
that the photographic record will consist of a series of parallel 
streaks (dark lines) on the negative. Each streak will have been made 
by the bomb light; attenuated a known amount by the ND filter in front 
of that portion of the film. Some of the streaks will be completely 
overexposed (or underexposed) over a portion of their length. The 
multiplicity of the filtering available insures us that an adequate 
readable record can be found somewhere on the film, even if the bomb 
light deviates strongly from prognostications, 

A nktral density filter is one which is not color sensitive - that 
is, it attenuates all visible light by the same amount. 

An ND-O filter attenuates the light not at all. An ND-1 filter 
attenuates the light by a factor of 10. In general, an ND-X filter 
attenuates the light by a factor of lox. 
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yb density (opaqueness) Of a streak at a given FIOiIIt along 
,,~ fr#_h CM be determined in the laboratory with a denaA.tom&er, 
. 
,_! ct~a is I measure of the light intensity falling on the fib at 
,> rw that poiat was opposite the aperture. By multiplying this 

ir;taity by = appropriate fator (determined by the filter), 
.'$&~s the bomb light intensity at that time. By combining the 
,..-, tflonaation with the kmwn starting time and linear velocity 
; 1~ film, one can construct the require,d curve of illuminatj.on- 
..BArJlty ~13rsus time. ._ 

For 
!r.v tover. 

HIKE shot, two GR-Slit cameras will be operal;ed on the 
photo tower. 

KING shot, one GR-Slit camera will be operated on the 

III each case, the cameras will be started by means of an 
,Lr:trical pulse (timing signal) supplied b EG&G. 
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ClbJect of the Experiment: 

As ~88 mentioned in the diecusslon of FroJect 3.1, there edah, 
definite requirement for 8 device capable of measuring weapon yield 
during tactical operations, Ideally, such a device will be: 

(4 

b) Sufficiently rugged to withstand normal operatioti 
use without impairment of its operation or accuracy, 

, (4 

SmaJl, light, and self-conlMned. 
L 

Capable of being operated by its user at a relatiw 
peat distance from the explosion. 

(a) Capable of supplying its user ~5th a yield number . 
In aminimum of time. 

(4 Simple to operate. 

!I!he Bhan(pneter represents an attempt to develop such an'ideal Q 
vice. In its present form it is a steel box; eighteen inches long, 
twelve inches wide, and five inches deep - weighing approximately 
thirty pounds. . 

The theory behind its operation can be described as follows: ' 
!t!he light intensity emanated from an at&c! bomb explosion first rim 
to a maximum with extreme rapidity. It then falls quite rapidly tor 
minimum and rises again, somewhat less rapitiy, to a second m&mum, 
the magnitude of the second zw&num being very much less than that 

’ of the first. After passing through the second maximum, it falls 
off rather gradua3ly (on a millisecond time scale) to background 
values. 

If' one assumes that the first minimum is indicative of a mathe- 
matical "similsrity"" Condition, it is simplte to 6hoW by means of 
hydrodynamic theory that the weapon yield is proportional to the 
cube of the elapsed time between zero aad the occurrence of the 
firstmin3lm7nl. Conversely, to the extent that the first minirmrm 
is not indicative of a similarity stste, the eo-called "cube-root" 
scaling law will fail to hold. Al60, analy~lis of the equations in- 
volved tells us that no true scaling law other than the above men- 
tioned cube root law is possible. We are thus faced with the follow- 
ing alternatives. 

* For a precise definition of similarity, the reader is referred VJ 
the Project Qfficer. For our purposes it will be sufficient to 
consider the term as meaning "the same, except for a constant ’ 

factor throughout." 
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io) The first light 

.L’!: 1’ therefore, the 

(b) !0e first light 
d _ therefore no true 

minimum does label a state of actual elm& 
cube root scaling law must hold absolutely. 

I&&IWII does not label a similarity state at 
scaling law exists. 

?be results Of psst experimental work are inconclusive. AWge 
rze-bge of the experimentally determined light-minimum times give 

iTe;d n&era within ten percent (the accuracy claimed for the Phang- 
32:er itself is 204) of radiochemistry - a few do not. It is not 
:c:: hovever that case (a) has been completely denied as a possibil- 
::j' 86 there is a Strong indication of color sensitivity in the 
::~;t_lntensity-measuring devices used. Careful laboratory analysie 
if indicated before final conclusions can be dravn. On the other 
kd, it appears that a rather good empirical fit can be made tith 
;ct data by using something other than the cube root law. At first ' 
C!S ES~ seem contradictory to both case (a) and (b); actually it IS 

LA. case (b) does not deny the existence of any nwnber of empiri- 
~s:ly determined scaling methods - it says only that no true law 
tx: strj . A scaling law implies the invariance of a diffe:rentir b 

tlmtion (or equations) under a given transformation- an empirically 
&ermlned scaling method impl.ies nothing but itself regardless of 3 
h~v useful it may be. Hence neither case (a) nor case (lb) have been 
denied or substantiated. 

Our problem then consists of continuing the development and cali- 
bration of the Bhangmeter, plus attempting to absolve anomalies in 
Fabt (6~3 perhaps future) data in such a 'my that either case (a) 
x c&s* (b) above will be substantiated - and, If case ('b) Is suh- 
stantiated, to find the best empirically determined Etcallng method 
available. Future users of the Ehangmeter will care little about the 
type of scaling used - as long as the results are eufficiently ac- 
curate (2 lO$, probably) and dependable. 

The inclusion of this proJect in Operation IVY till ,sugment the 
above mentioned calibration, and hence continue what might be called 
the RIgmeter feasibility studies, 
yield range. 

especially in the relatively high 

Method and procedure: 

A. me Ehangmeter obtiins the above mentioned elapsed time to 
first minimum for its user in the following fashion: A llght-sensi- 
tive electronic valve observes the bomb light, the amount of current 
paseing through the valve being proportional to the intensity of the 
light it sees. lhls current is used to deflect the sweep in a cath- 
ode ray tube 60 that a picture of the litit intensity curve is drawn 
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on the retentive fluorescent screen of the tube. A Polaroid "Iand 
Camera" photographs this picture and hence provides a permanent recm. 
An electronic timer which interrupts the cathode ray tube sweep momen- 
tarily every millisecond is included, so the picture is made up of a 
series of dots rather than a continuous line !I!he elapsed time Is 
then obtained by counting the dots from the start of the curve to ths 
minimum. 

B. For MIKE shot, one Bhmepleter will be imkalled on the Parry 
Island photo tower, and another will be installed on the “Estes”. 
In addition, others my be placed at more distit stations. 

For KING shot, Bhangmeters will be installed on the Pam-y 
Island photo tower. 
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Object of the Experiment: 

To obtain a preliminary photographic survey of the crater CaWed 

by HIKB shot, for use in the study of earth shock. It is also hoped 
that a correlation can be established between photographic evidence of 
surface perturbations and the fraction of the bomb's energy release 
that is icoupledw with the ground. Experience on 
shown that early ground surveys of the crater are 
logical hazards. 

previous tests has 
precluded by radlo- 

Method and Procedumr 

A. A number of accurately surveyed ground points u-ill be estab- 
lished close to Elugelab Island, with adequate marking of these points 
to assure contrast and definition when photographed. These positions 
must be so selected as to be easily distinguishable after the shot as 
uellasbefore. Precise location of ground zero in relation to these 
positions is essential, and sufficient aerial photography of the shot 
island and adjacent islands prior to the explosion is planned to con- 
firm the ground control. 

B. The preliminary survey will be conducted from aircraft with 
vertical cameras as soon as practicable after the explosion of the 
MIKE device. The still cameras mounted in the documentary photography 
aircraft will be used only for oblique coverage on this project. 
Efforts will be made to obtain vertical and/or vertical stereoscopic 
photographs which will yield information on the size of the crater 
and the height of the material thrown out around the crater lip. Since 
considerable time must elapse before the crater can be surveyed in 
detail by personnel on the site, it is essential that the preliminary 
photographic survey yield as much data concerning the crater as is 
possible. 

Remarks: 

The experience of a similar project on Operation GFLEXNHOUSB indi- 
cates that this photography should be done from an altitude of not 
less than 1000 feet. It was also found advantageous to process the 
film as soon as possible after the mission, in order that new photo- 
graphs could be obtained in the event of equipment malfunction. 
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Object of the Bxperimentr 

Experimental air bursta, such as KING shot, impose the unique 1 

problem of determining their actual burst position ia space. Prior 
? 

to the shot, of course, a ground zero is selected and the detonation 
i 

mechanism of the bomb is set for a given height of burst. The combin. : 
ation of bombing inaccuracy and the inherent inaccuracies of the ’ 
detonation mechanism, however,,make it extremely unlikely that the I 
burst will actually take place at the preselected po%.nt in space. On 
the other hand, the success of many experimental projects is dependent : 
upon knowing the bomb zero point with good accuracy. As a result, a 
rather precise photographic technique is used to locate the position 
(in space) of the light flash which characterizes the exploding bomb, I 

Hethod and Procedure: ? 

A. Once the procedure for conducting this project is outlined, S ’ 
the details of the experimental method are obvious - hence we shall 
proceed directly to a discussion of the procedure. 

B. The proposed bomb zero point is 1500 feet above the ground 
and 5700 feet due north of station 250 on Bunit island. The region 
in space which includes this point will be observed photographicalLy 
by two survey cameras, one located on Coral Head and one located in 
the Parry island photo tower. IIn addition to seeing the light flash 
from the exploding bomb, each cansra will see two fixed points - the 
positions of which (with respect to the camera) are known with great 
accuracy. The distance between the images of these points on the film 
supplies the film analyst with a simple and accurate distance scale, 
with which to locate the burst point with respect to the fixed points. 
Measurement of a given film will then locate the burst point in a 
plane perpendicular to the axis of the camera - and having two such 
location planes will allow the burst point to be located in space. 

The success of this project depends upon accurate information 
as to the camera positions, as well as the positions of the above 
mentioned fixed points, hence very precise surveying techniques are 
essential. Images of the fixed calibration points #are obtained on 
the films by time-exposure, the night before the shlot, to lights lo- 
cated at those points. The films in these cameras are actually glass 
plates, since the experimental error would be increased by the shrink- 
age of ordinary film. The image of the bursting bomb is obtained as 
a small dark spot on the negative (and hence the measurement errors 
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‘,!, _d onlg after losing some portion of their energy in one or more 
,:_~:zS* As a result, the existence of a neutron having energy E at 

, :.s+L3te R from the oomb can indicate at least two possibilities: 

i,) It rpay have left the bomb with energy E and traversed the 
distance R unmolested. 

(t) It may have left the bomb with some energy greater than E 
and had its energy reduced by one or more collisions while 
traversing the distance R. 

rrch of these possibilities is acsociated with a definite pro- 
,L:::tr 0f occurrence. Hence if one measures the total number of such 

--J (energy E at distance R), diffusion theory can be applied In 
F::z;; to indicate their probable ancestry at the bo&. .A multiplicity 
1* rLrh masurements taken at different distances and for different neu- 
2cr exrgies allou one to build a more complete, as well as consistent, 

, 
’ 

.,::i of the above mentioned “initial conditions”. 
S 

This project is part of a continuing program to determine the 
1,):~ distribution of low energy neutrons liberated by various sizes and 
t7z of ot.omFc bombs. 

l ~Y..$ ard Procedure t 

A. Neutrons of energy in the range from thermal* to .25 electron 
r::!d (EVVM are essentially all captured by the element cadmium. Al- 
e:, co?~~ium is quite transparent to neutrons of energy greater than .25 
T;. ihese facts enable us to deaign a lltargetl’ which, when bombarded 
*:*A Aeutrons of many energies, is capable of measuring the nu&er of 
::~a neutrons in the energy range from .025 to .25 EV. 

First we select an element which, upon being bombarded with 
X~~CCS, produces a radioactive by-product. Ideally, the element 
r?:ccted should be inert with respect to ganma radiationand the by- 
;:SCzct should have a sufficiently long half-life to be amenable to 
:bXatory analysis (counting) techniques. Iwo samples of this element 
w then prepared - one being coated with cadmium and the other left 
LI.2 Pm. c, These samples are together exposed to the neutron ‘bombardment 
~9 subsequently placed in kount,erst’ which measure the induced act- 
,ri:y , 

l Thermal neutrons are those with energies of the order of ~25 EV. 

c+ 1 EV = 1.602 x 10-12 ergs. 
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The difference in the induced activities of the two samples is then 
the amount of activity induced in the selected element by neutrons d 
energy in the range ~125 EV to 0.25 EV. 
as the "cadmium difference"). 

(This is usually referred b 
Laboratory calibration of the elemat 

with neutrons of a known energy (for instance, as can be obtained with 
a Betatron) will then allow this cadmium difference to be interpreted 
in terms of ntiers of neutrons (in the above mentioned energy range) 
striking a square centimeter of area of the *"target" elenrent. 

This, in turn, finally allows one to deduce the total number of 
those neutrons which are existent (integral over time) at a given dia- 
tance (the distance from zero at which the samples were exposed) from 
the particular bomb detonation. Such a measurement can be regeated at 
several distances to obtain an intensity-versus-distance curve for 
those neutrons. 

The method outlined above is used Fn this project, the selected 
target elements being tantalum and gold. ! 

B. For MIIE shot, pairs of tantalum and gold samples (one of 
each being shielded with cadmium at each station) will be plac;d on a 
line extending along the reef toward Bogallua. TAX first pair will be 
100 yards from zero, and a pair will be placed every 100 yards from 
there to 2500 yards. Tuo sample recovery techniques have been pro- 
posed - one being to fasten the samples to a steel cable which can be 
hauled in after the shot; the other beFng to place the samples on fixed 
individual pylons and retrieve them after the shot by helicopter. In 
all probability, a combination of these methods will be used. After re- 
covery, the samples will be shipped to Los Alimos for laboratmy aal~- 
PiS. 

For KING shot, the same technique will be used. The line of 
samples will start on the reef (300 feet from proposed around zero) ti 
extend down the 
(7200 feet from 

center of Runit~island to the region of-the airstrip 
proposed groti zero). 

-Remarks: 

1. The samples must be collected as soon as possible after the 
shot, in order that the radioactive by-products will not decay aw more 
than is absolutely necessary before laboratory analysis can be done. 
Also the near (to zero) sample containers are usually in extremely 
"hot" (radioactivity-wise) areas and may be %ot." themselves. Hence 
the recovery problems of this project are potentially very severe. 
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I. tze hove outlined technique only allcws deduction of the 

* +1!.7 c? neutrons in a very limited energy range. FCC the the- 
,*;:,: l Lr.ve-erse approach ” to be of appreciable value, measurements 

:* de in other energy ranges, 90 that a much greater percentage 
?‘I, MA ancestor distribution c;n be dedwed. ProJect &,2 is de- 

.1 . :rzh wasurements for energies greater than 3 million electron 
‘ri ;gY,. * . A secondary objective of this project will involve at- 

-,q, :: !.’ ,‘ocument energies between .25 EV and 3 MEV. T:k techniques 
:_.+z for such measurements are not yet proven, so this por-tion of 

~~,I~i=eat is prirnarily a feasibility study. In IwrticuJ.ar, it is 
,.*i ‘3: the high cross section edxlbited by Indium, for neutrons of 
_ z-5 5, vi11 be useful. 
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abject of the Experiment: 

We have seen in the discussion of ProJect 4.1 the importance of 
obtaining as much information as possible regarding the distribution l 

of neutron intensity with respect to distance and energy. This pro- 
ject is designed to extend the measurement started in Project 4.1, 
by documenting the flux of neutrons exhibiting energies considerably 
higher than .25 Ev. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. The "cross section" of a substance with respect to a particu. 
lar bombarding particle is a measure of the likelihood that the par- 
ticle will react with the substance. A high cross section implies 
a high probability of reaction, and so forth. In general, the mag- 
nitude of this cross section Is a function of the particle enera 
and type. As an example, consider the cadmium used in Project 4.l. 
We mentioned that cadmium absorbed essentially CU. neutrons hating 
energies from thermal to .25 EV, and was "transparent" to those of 
energy greater than .25 EV. Cadmium thus has a very high cross sec- 
tion for neutrons in the .O25 to .25 EV energy range, and a very low 
cross section for those 0f energy greater than 0.25 EV. 

A'threshold detector Is a substance having an essentially zero 
cross section to particles of energy belav a fixed level, and a finite 
cross section to particles of energy greater than that level. The fixed 

level is the threshold energy for that substance. Sulphur, iodine, 
and zirconium are examples of threshold detectclrs - each having quite 
different reaction characteristics and threshold energies. We shall 
discuss each of these In turn, with the view of indicating its use- 
fulness to this project. 

Sulphur (Sg) has a threshold energy of effectively 3 m. 
?he reaction which takes place when sulphur is 'bombarded with neutrons 
of energy >/ MFV leads to the creation of a radioactive isotope of 
phosphorus (P % ). lhie active isotope in turn decays (tith a 14.3 W 
half’ 1ife)back to S32 by emitting 1.8 MEV beta .rays. Thus, the speci- 
fit beta activity of a sulphur sample measures the total number of 
neutrons with energies not less than 3 MEV that passed through the 
sample. 

Iodine (Iw) exhibits a threshold enlergy of approximately 
9.5 METV. When it is bcanbarded with neutrons of energy greater than 
the threshold value, another isotope of iodine (1126) is formed. 
The latter is radMact1ve, and ecays (with a 134%~ half life) to 
a stable isotope of Xenon (Xe 12% ) by emitting a 1.1 MEV beta particle 

4.2.2 
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d b 0.5 m gbmaa my* Hence the specific activity (both ganw~ and 
M.3j of ths iodine sample is a measure 0r the total number of neut- 
rsJ bang energy in excess of 9*5 W vbich passed through the ssm- 
St. 

~rconium (-9) has 8 threshold energy of effectively 12.5 MEN. 
:'-r reaction., upon b O!sbCdEnt with IleUtrOnS of sufficiently h&h ener- 

-_cduces atoms of zrS9 - a radioactive isotope of zirconium. Thi8 

E'Lq dxaya (with a 78-hour half life) to a stable Isotope of 
~~Z~LSL (I@) by anlssion of 8 1 ME7 ~EUB ray. The specific m 
r=:!blty of the zirconium sample Is then a measure of the total number 
,J s&.rons (of energy '12.5 MEV) which passed through the ssmple. 

an experimental procedure is thus indicated. Let us place samples 
2 a& of the above elemeats at sane fixed distance from the bomb. 
~.rt-hot analysis of these samples will then supply three poets on 
l 2r tm of E (neutron energy) versus E(E), the total nuaiber of neut- 
~3 vitb energy at least as great as E. This curve is, of course, b 
uaxiated with the above mentioned distance. A family of such curves 
m be obteined by placing sets of samples at various dietices. From 
$33 5 family other curves can be derived - for instance those relat- ; 
a II(Z) to distance, a different curve being drawn for each value of 
1. 

B. For MIKE shot, sulphur, zirconium and iodine samples will be 
;?AXd at the sane positions mentioned under RoJect 4.1 (m shot). 
Ir addition, a few zirconium samples may be placed on Elugelab - in 
!tisc tith the colltitor hole5 mentioned under Project 2.3 - out to 
a Cstance from zero of approxtitely 800 ywds. The placement of 
tie latter is dependent upon space availability, as the collimation 
ay be sufficiently "tight" to forbid extra material in the line of 
r:&!lt. Ihe sample recovery and shipment (to the Los Alsmos laborator- 
!ce) procedures will be identical to those outlined for Project 4.1. 
For KIMI shot, sulphur samples till be placed at the same position5 
U the tantalum samples mentioned under Project 4.1 (KING shot). 

i 

harh: 

1. The above discussion of sulphur, iodine and zirconium as thres- 
!nld detectors has been over-simplified in the Interests of brevity. 
In actuality, the specific activity of a sample may not be completely 
neution-induced . Both iodine and zirconium also react to gwna rays 
fn 5 Very similar fashion. Hence the experimenter must Separate the 
ssution-Induced and the gamma-induced activities. One method of doing 
this is to duplicate such samples in the experimental set-up, one of 
ewh pair being surrounded by lead - lead having a very high cross 
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eection r0r m rays and a very low cross section for netutron8. b 

difference in specific activity of two such smples is then the actiT. 
ity induced by the gamma rays, etc. The reader Is referred to the I 
Project OfYicer for details of this and other difficulties. 

2. III addition to the above, It may be possible to obtain more 

points on the 
documentation 
ity tests: 

(a) 

curve with the following threshold detectors - lack & 
for which forces their use to be classified as feesib& : 

i 

Neptunium (IVp *37) with a .5 MEV threshold for fission. 
t 
I: 
: . 

(b) Uranium (U@) with a 1 MW threshold flor fission. 
1 

(c) Arsenic with two thresholds, one at 10.5 MEX and one ; 

in the therm1 range, the results of khich can be , 
separated with special analysis techniques. , 

6 i 
i 
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The discussion of Project 4.1 pointed out the desirability of 
obtaining the total neutron spectrum (number8 of neutrons at every 
energy level) versus distance. However, the techniques of Projects 
4.1 and 4.2 do not allow a determination of the entire spectrum, m 
project makes use of an experimental technique which, if successfpl, 
is capable of much more extensive documentation of the neutron er)er- 
gies existent at a given distance. 

Hethod and Procedure: 

A. Certain elements, upon neutron bombardment,, undergo an (n,p) 
react ion. That is, the absorption of a neutron is accompanied by the 
ejection of a proton, the energy of which is proportional to the enexc + 
gy of the absorbed neutron. If the proton is allowed to travel through 
a photographic emulsion, it will produce a “tracks of ionized particlea 
and hence a track of HejLposure”. Upon development, the photographic - 
negative will exhibit a dark line, the length of which is proportional 
to the proton energy. As a result, laboratory calibration of this 
technique allows the measurement of the resulting line in the negative 
to be interpretable as the energy of the incident proton. 

This technique has a number of serious disadvantages, hou- 1 

ever. First, the film must be adequately shielded f:rom both neutrons 
and gamma rays, as both are capable of producing “exposure” of the 
emulsion. Secondly, the proton source is also sensitive to gamma rays, 
and must be shielded from them if the experimental rcecord is to be i 

useful as a neutron indicator. t 

These difficulties are met, at least partLal.ly, by heavy 
shielding for the assembly (proton source and photographic plate) and 
strong collimation for the signal - with lead in the collimation line 
to keep the gasuna rays away from the proton source. The necessary 

I 

collimation creates more disadvantages, however. The experiment can- 
not be conducted on air drops because of the uncertainty in burst po- 

i 
1 

sition, and the “good geometrys results are not applicable to the needs 1 
of those interested in the biomedical effects of neutrons. After all, i 

it is most unlikely that the soldier in the field would be exposed to 
an atomic bomb in a collimated geometry. I f 

i 

B. For MIKE shot, one nuclear emulsion camera will be operated 
at 1300 yards from bomb zem. This is primarily a feasibility test 
for the equipment, as the gamma-ray level at such a distance from the 

I 

gadget will be sufficiently high to make film-fogging marginal. 

! 

a 
. 
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5 :r.en cannot be moved further away, however, as the neutron Big- 
,: rtn3@,h at that distance is marginal (for obtaining a usable 
,F,ra3td record) on th8 10~ Side* 

At first glance, it might appear that the disadvantages asaoci- 

,:d with this eQWiment far outweigh the advantages to be gained 
rFCs its succesu~ This is not the case, however, as the Spectrum 
a-*;wtion it may Obtain would be of great theoreticrik value, Also, 
I;;u Ix simply and cheaply done with reclaimed GEWNHOtlSE equip- 
rz! thst has been kept in storage on Parry Island. 
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Cbject of the Experiment: 

The neutron detection methods outlined in Projects 4.1 and 4.2 
are essentially time integrating, and offer no information as to the 
time distribution of the original flood of neutrons. This project is 
designed to gain information as to the total number of arriving neu- 
trons versus time at given fixed distances from bomb zero. The device 
which accomplishes this purpose is called a nfission-catcher camera" 
and its method of operation is discussed below. 

Method and Procedure8 

A. The fission-catcher camera consists essentially of a thin 
foil of fissionable material, behind which a cellophane strip is moved 
at a known rate. If the fissionable material is subjected to bombard- 
ment by neutrons of the proper energy, some of its atoms will undergo? 
fission, and the by-products of these fissions will be thrown out as 
fission fragments. The fragments will be picked up by the moving ccl- 
lophane strip, and their position on the strip will be a measure of - 
when they were created. Since many fission by-products are radioactive, 
their presence on the strip can be detected by laboratory "countingn 
techniques. Hence by measuring the activity of the cellophane strip 
as a function of distance along the strip, one can, by using the known 
strip velocity and starting time, deduce the period of time over which 
fission producing neutrons arrived at the camera. 

B. For MIKE shot, three fission catcher cameras will be located 
on San lldefonso island approximately 1200 yards from zem. Foils of 
both uranium 2 and uranium 238 will be used as the fissionable mate- 
ria . the ~23 !? 

5 

~23 ? 
being used both with and without cadmium shielding.* 

has a thermal (- ,025 EV) energy threshold ror the fission re- 
action, and ~238 has a similar threshold at 1 MEV.-' Analysis of these 
cellcphane "films" should then supply us with the followFng information: 

(a) The time distribution, at 1200 yards from zero, of the 
neutrons in the energy range from 0.2SEV to 1 MEV. 

(b) The time distribution, at 1200 yards from 
neutrons having energies in excess of 0.297. 

* See the discussion of Project 4.1 

B-R See the discussion of Project h-2 
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Object of the Experiment: 

In the field of atomic weapons effects, knowledge of the gamma 
radiation dose resulting from a bon& detonation - aa a function of 
distance, energy release, time and weapon type (i.e., fission or thar. 
monuclear) - is of obvious importance. Since a non-negligible fractim 
of the total energy involved is released as gamma radiation of variw 
energy levels, we have a serious personnel hazard assured for some din. 
tance fern bomb zero. The more knowledge we possess about this hazard 
the better we can plan for defense against (and tactical use of) ato& 
weapons. As a particular example, consider the problem of telling the 
foot soldier how to prepare a fox hole in such a way that he will most 
efficiently utilize the time available to hi% in obtaining protective 
shielding from gamma rays. As another, we have the problem of where 
to plan the concentration of disaster relief team efforts for civil 
defense. This experimental project is part of a continuing program, 
the purpose of which is to obtain as much documentation as possible of 
the gamma radiation fields established by exploding atomic ueapons. II 
particular it is designed to supply information as to the total'gamma 
dose received by points located at various distances from bomb zero. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. It is common knowledge that photographic (silver halide) emul- 
sions react to light in such a way that subsewent chemical reduction 
(development) of th e emulsion causes opaque deposits of lnetallic silver 
to be produced - the relative opacity (density of silver deposit) being 
proportional to the original light intensity. Such a phenomenon might 
supply an expertintal method for determining the strength of a light 
source, by carefully calibrating the emulsion, development technique, 
and negative density measurements - and by using known attenuators for 
very strong sources. 

Consider, however, the fact that visible light represents but one 
small portion of tb electromagnetic radiation spectrum. Other portionr 
of that spectrum; for instance, X-rays and their more energetic broth- 
ers gamma rays, are capable of producing the same reaction in the silvei 
halide suspension. Hence we have modern X-ray photography - and the 
film badge dosimeter. 

The film badge dosimeter consists of a small packet containing 
several strips of 'photographic film - the packet being made light-tight __ _ - _.* 
to insure that "exposure 1, is due only to penetrating radiation. cuality 

control in the film manufacturing, and laboratory calibration of samples 
from each film batch used, insure that the field exposure of a packet 
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titer the badge has been exposed, the analysis technique consists 
;f first developing the film under carefully COntrOlled conditions 
._.rt is, conditions precisely like those with which the film uas cali- 

:rld), then masuring the opacity of the negative with a precision 
r,r2it.oneter. The densitometer measurement will be interpreted as so 
up pxntgens by the above mentioned laboratory calibration. 

Bposure of the film, of course, tells Us only that one or more 
ill. photons were there. It CarlnOt, in itself, tell us when. Hence 
t’.t film Is a time integrating device, and measures only the total 
(U-A dose received by it from the time it was made until the time it 
Dti developed. This fact indicates the absolute necessity of adequate- 
;r shielding unexposed packets from extraneous radiation sources (for 
23 tance, fallout). 

Photographic film, like all other gamma ray detectors, is some- 
&at energy sensitive - that is, the degree of %xposure~ due to gamma 
Roy passage is somewhat dependent upon the energy of the gamrla. This 
&act, houever, is essentially a calibration problem, and need not be 
considered herein. For such details the reader is referred to the 
?roject OfY icer . For all practical Purposes, one can give the ffna3. 
nsult of this measurement as so maay roentgens of gamma - 01 energy 
S9QffiCiently great to penetrate the protective covering of the packet. 

The inclusion of several strips of film in each packet is an econ- 
07 measure. The measurement of a fifty roentgen dose is more effi- 
c:ently accomplished on a film strip that is strongly exposed by one 
ksdred roentgens than it is on one which requires one thousand roent- 
i;ecs for strong exposure - the contrast between the correct densit.ometer 
reading and one slightly incorrect being much easier tcckatect. Hence 
the inclusion of only one film strip per packet would require several 
different packet models for the various distances fmm bomb zero (like- 
ly gamna exposure ranges) of interest. Packet standardization, in such 
a way that each packet is capable of use at any measurement station, 
effects an obvious log$stical simplification. 

B. For MIKE shot, two measurement lines will be established - one 
from Elugelab to the far end of Bogallua, and one from Elugelab to the 
far end of Engebi. The packet positions will be on land only, and ~12.1 
be spaced at one hundred yard intervals insofar as possible. Three 
film badges will. be placed at each position, the first of which remains 
Opew exposed to radiation until x-ecovery. The second aMd third badges 
vill be openly exposed initially, but will later drop into prepared 
shielded positions - the second dropping 0.2 seconds after the explo- 
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sion, and the third dropping 60 seconds later. In this fashion, a t 
crude time resolution of the total dose will be obtained - providing 
the shield corrections can be adequately made. In particular, the 
spreading of contamination by a "base surge" or "dust skirt" may & 1 
docwnted in this fashion. 

For KING shot, a line of film badge stations will be placed down 
the middle of Runit - spaced at approximately one hundred yard inter- / 
vals. Each station will consist of a post to uhich one or more film 
badges is attached. All badges will be openly exposed until recovery. 
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Object of the Experiment: 

Consistent with the idea of eventually having complete documea- 
tation of the “field variables” associated with an atomic weapon de- 
tonation, this project is intended to measure the time dependence of 
gamma ray intensity (at certain fixed distances) from shortly after 
zero time to plus thirty seconds. 

The gamma rays which are emanated from an exploding atomic bomb 
fall into two distinct classifications - “prompt” and VelayedV1. The 
prompt gamma rays are those created during the reaction time of the 
bomb - this tinre being dependent upon the bomb model, but usually being 
some fraction of a microsecond. 

The delayed gamma rays COKE from two quite distinct sources, each 
source contributing approximately one-half of the total: 

(A) Those liberated by the decay of the active fission fragments, 
their title dependence depending upon the fate of the frag- 
ments - when they are swept up by the rising fireball, or 
where they are deposited on the ground. 

(b) Those arising from (n,y) reactions in the soil and in the air 
around the bomb. 

In any above- surface burst the vast majority of fission fragments 
will be carried up by the fireball; hence the greater portion of de- 
layed gamma radiation occurs during the first few secords after the ex- 
plosion, although weak radiation may continue for a long time because 
of a few active fragments being deposited in the surrounding soil. 

The time dependence of the prompt gammas is documented by the 
“Alpha” experiment, and will not be considered here. This experiment 
is designed to start at 0.2 microsecond (ps) for XIKE shot (1 milli- 
second (ms) for KING shot) and extend for approxiamtely 30 seconds - 
thus measuring the tinrs dependence of the major portion of the delayed 
gammas. 

Method and Frocedure : 

A. The detection mthod used herein is essentially the same as 
that used in Project 2.la. A “phosphor” (substance which fluoresces 
under gamma ray bombardment - to produce a light signal, the intensity 
of which is proportional to the intensity of the incident gamma radia- 
tion) observes the bomb, and is itself observed by a photocell (current 
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pentor - the magnitude of generated current being proportional to 
L,e intensity of the light signal it "sees"). The current signal from 
Lbe phot,ccell is converted to a voltage signal in a so-called "loga- 
:;thdc attenuatorn and applied to the deflection plates of an oscillo- 
rcDP, The timing equipment is included in the horizontal deflection 
e+at.c circait of the scope in such a uay that a given horizontal de- 
xecticn of the electron beam is uniquely associated with a given 
c;rpsed time from zero* Hence the scope trace is a gamma intensity ver- 
#3( time record, the vertical scale of uhich is not gamma intensity it- 
self but a bown function of the gamma intensity - the known function 
a& supplied by the experimentally determined characteristics of the 
lx&thmic attenuator. 

The logarithmic attenuator is an electronic device which, upon 
nceipt of a signal of magnitude M, passes on a signal whose magnitude 
;Z proportional to log M. Hence it passes on small signals with little 
cr no attenuation, whereas it attenuates large signals a great deal. ? 
Such a device is necessary in this experiment because of the tremendous 
rqe of gamma intensities involved. Since a given oscilloscope has a 
lbited intensity range, direct recording of all gamma intensities in- - 
rolved herein would require a prohibitive number of scopes. The use 
of the above mentioned attenuator allows the use of only a few scopes, 
each covering several decades (pouers of ten) of gamma intensity. 

B. For MIKE shot, gamma intensity versus time measurements from 
lms to 30 seconds (covering 6 decades of intensity) will be made on 
four island3 - Cochiti, San Ildefonso, Bogombogo, and Ruchi. Hence 
low points will be obtained on the gamma intensity versus distance 
curves - each curve being associated with a given elapsed time- after 
zero. In addition, on Ruchi island, measurements will be taken from 
C.2 to 1000~~~ covering approximately 8 decades of intensity. 

For KING shot, three measurement assemblies will be placed on 

Runit - at varying distances from bomb zeroa The time coverage here 
uill be from 1 ms to 30 seconds, and approximately 6 decades of signal 
ui.U be recorded. 

Remarks: ‘\ 

1. The retentive face of a cathode ray tube is caused to flue- 
resee by incident ionizing radiation - just as it is w Vie electron 
beam generated within the tube. Such a phenomenon can cause loss of 
exFeri.mental measurement, if it occurs during the time that a desired 
trace is being generated and photographed. As a result, recording Os- 
Cilloscopes near the exploding bomb must be shielded from ionizing ra- 
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diation rather thoroughly. 

As a result of this, the usual gamnm-versus-time at&ion consisb 
of a hole in the ground - some 18 to 20 feet deep - at the bottom of 
which the recording equipment is placed. The hole is filled with mbr 
to obtain extra shielding, and the detector is placed above the surfam 
of the ground. Hence the only outward manifestation of the stationa 
existence is a bell shaped aluminum object (the detector cover) efttiag 
on a steel plate (the hole cover). For this project, all stations not 
on Ruchi island vi11 be as described above. 

The Ruchi station will consist of a small blockhouse, in which a 
number of detectors for nearby recording equipment willbe placed. 
This more complicated installation is made necessary by the greater 
time resolution (and attendant complexity of Instrumentation) required 
of the Ruchi measurements. 

The Ruchi blockhouse will be supplied with a timing signal ’ 
by I?&%, to actuate the recorders. The self-contained units will be’ 

I actuated by the "blue boxes". 

- I 
! 
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The existence of the second, however, implies that we must know 
when the particle afiived at a point - the mere fact that it did ar- 
rive is not enough. A simple theory explaining the latter phenomena 
has been evolved, but it requires extensive corroboration and cali- 
bration before it can be used with confidence. 'Prior to BuSTER/JARGLB, 
the necessary experimental data was not available - since all fall-out 
measurements were time-integrating (for instance, film badges). This 
project is intended to further the documentation (started in coajunc- 
tion with Nevada tests) of fall-out intensity versus time at various 
fixed points. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. The instantaneous dose rate at a given point will be measur- 
ed with an ionization chamber - a device which produces a current 
signal upon the passage of ionizing radiation. A permanent record 
is obtained of this instantaneous measurement by using the current 
signal to drive a pen on a Esterline-Angus (or its equivalent) 

I 

recorder. Measurement of the pen trace thus obtained will furnish 
radiation intensity versus time data - the lateral displacement of 
the pen being proportional to radiation intensity, and the longi- 
tudinal position of a point on the paper being a measure of time 
after zero. 

B. Recording devices, of the above mentioned type, will be in- 
stalled on Bogallua, Rigili, Parry, Biijiri, Engebi, Runit, and Bogon 
isl.aJXIs. The records from Engebi and Bogon will be telemetered to 
Parry, in order that the initial recovery teams (on Parry) may know 
the personnel hazard existent in the northern part of the atoll at 
that time. AU. units will be self-contained, and actuated by time 
clocks. 

In addition, it is planned to install such monitoring de- 
vices on some ten other atolls in that portion of the Pacific. 
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Object of the Experiment: 

In order to better predict fall-out patterns and probable ex- 
ternal and internal hazards to personnel from radioactive fall-out, 
previous atomic weapons tests have mounted experiments to masure fall. 
out. As a result, after the SANDSTONE tests a secondary fall-out was 
reported at Kwajalein (400 miles distant) on POKE plus 1 day. This 
fall-out occurred as radioactive rain which fell intermittently during 
a period of about 10 hours. The maximum activity reported was 6 m/b 
on exposed cloth and tent sides and 10 mr/hr jn dried puddles. At 
Operation GREENHOUSE follaJing DOG shot, a fall-out occurred over the 
southern half of Eniwetok Atoll. The fall-out on Eniwetok Islard 
started approximately three hours after the shot and continued to build 
up for a few hours, reaching a peak in excess of 40 mr/hr by mid-after- 
noon. No secondary fall-out was observed through D plus 6 days. With- 
in a few hours after EASY shot, a fall-out occurred which was res- 
tricted to the northern islands of the atoll, near Engebi. A small 
secondary fall-out occurred on E plus 1 day which was observed c@y on 
Aniyaanii, Parry and Eniwetok. 

If the yield on MIKE shot approaches that which has been pre- 
dicted, the cloud can be expected to rise considerably higher than that 
from aq previous test. The gathering of fall-out data from this shot 
is therefore a logical extension of previous fall-out documentation. 
The data collected will have direct applicatio.1 in the appraisal of 
potential health hazards to personnel from external and internal ex- 
posure to the fall-out products. It will also furnish additional in- 
form&ion for predicting fall-out patterns from other atomic detonations, 

This 
jectives: 

A. 

B. 

c. 

experiment has been designed to accomplish the following 

To extend the measurement of fall-out distribution and 
magnitude following BIKE shot to distances greater than 
those being docunented by Project 5.3. For the most part, 
this will involve instrumentation of the sea areas around 
Eniwetok Atoll. 

To determine, at a limited number of close stations, the 
rate of arrival of inert liquid or solid materials and 
associated radioactive materials. 

To obtain data on size distribution and chemical nature 
of the active fall-out particles. 
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D. To correlate the fall-out pattern obtained with that 
predicted from a knowledge of meteorological conditions 
and atomic cloud behavior. 

E. To calculate fall-out-induced’ radiation intensities (versus 
time) and total dose. 

The instrumentation to be utilized in securing the necessary data 
dl! include the following type of collecting devices: 

An integrating collector for both liquid and solid fall- 
out, comprising a collecting area funneling into a 
flask. The flask is so designed that it can be removed L 
from the collector, sealed and shipped. 

A liquid rate collector consisting of $a modified re- 
cording type rain-gage. There will be two models of 
this instrument, one for recording over a period of 
one week and one for recording over a Period of six 
hours. 

A differential fall-out collector which separates the 
liquid fall-out, with respect to time of arrival at the 
station. 

A differential fall-out collector which separates the 
solid fall-out with respect to time of arrival at the 
station. 

Greased plate- c which will be replaced each 24 hours for 
a period of approximately one week after shot time. 

The six-hour Type B collectors and Type D collectors will either 
be started manually or with blue boxes, depending upon their proximity 
to the weapon. ’ 

The lard-based station array within the Atoll will consist of the 
follcuing: 



Land Station 

Bogallua 

Engebi 

Yeiri 

Piiraai 

Runit 

Aniyaanii 

Parry 

Eniwetok 

Collectine Devices 

1 1 .l 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1' 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

1 1 1 1 1 

It is currently planned that Type D and E collectors will be em- 
ployed on certain islands outside the atoll. The exact islands to be 
used will be determined at a later date. Station installation at a 
selected islmd outside Eniwetok Atoll can be accomplished by a team 
of no more than two men - in a maximum of 2& hours. Subsequent opera- 
tion of the station might be accomplished by personnel permanently as- 
signed to that area - sFnce it would require only 5 man-minutes per day 
during the period of interest. 

It is also planned to use a number of anchored rafts as in- 
strument stations within the lagoon. These raft stations will be as- 
sembled on land and towed to anchorage location. 

Stations equipped with Type D and E collectors will be estab- 
lished aboard at least one vessel of each task force unit. This equip- 
ment can be delivered to the ship well in advance of proposed opera- 
tions, and, where Project 5.4a personnel are not present, simple opera- 
ting instructions will be issued to the ship's force. 
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. .;I ?z.-tici?ation: 

: -r.J:r: m (USA) 

~-:.“t Officer: 

kc t Mr. E3mer 

Prdject Title: Close-In Particulate Cloud 
and Fall-Out Studies. 

MIKE-KnfG 

H. W@st 
ll:ress: chemical and Radiological laboratories 

Army Chemical Center, 

*-?a. Ed@?zwocd,NI.1ooo 
'-.-'-* EXIXKSIO~~S 4107, 7267 

;.d:ctL~ Agency: The Chemical 
Laboratories 

and Radiological 
Of the us-Ampr 

chemical corps 

+.-e:wel Requirements in the Forward Are-at 

‘Approxunate 1 8 I 

Vumber I From ’ To 1 

Officer t 2 1 M-25 ’ Icy t 
Enlisted ’ 4 I M-30 ’ K7 8 
Civilian 1 3 

I M-25 I 
Kc:’ 

1 ;_?:rt Required: 

(1) 'Ihe use of a liaison type aircraft or helicopter for 
theaerical survey. 

(2) &d-Safety monitors for survey recovery operations. 



Cbject of the Experiment: 

At Operations SANDSTCIVE, GREENHGUSE and BUS!CER/JAIVGLE, the Cha. 
cal Corps secured a great deal of data on the distribution of partim. 
late matter in atomic explosion induced radioactive clouds. At 
Operations SAI?DSTCINE and C&EENHGUSE much of this data was obtained 
by using samplers on drone aircraft. It was used in determining the 
predominant sizes of gross and radioactive particulates, particulate 
activity per unit volume of the cloud, specific activity of particu- 
late matter, fractionation of radionuclides with particle size, gross 
weight of fall-out per unit area as a function of distance and air- 
borne activity contours in the area of cloud travel. 

The object of this experiment will be to obtain the following 
specific data from the clouds produced by Operation IVY atomic 
detonations: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

g* 

Total activity in the particulate material. c 

Rate of fall-out and the fall-out pattern on land areas 
of EMwetok atoll. 

Determination of the airborne concentration of the radio- 
active particulate matter near ground level over land 
areas of Eniwetok atoll. 

Determination of size distribution of gross and radio- 
active particulate matter. 

Distribution of activity with particle size. 

Determination (with radiochemical techniques) of the 
presence of selected fission products in the particu- 
late matter. 

Determination of 
in assessing the 

the adequacy of aerial survey systems 
ground contamination situation. 

These data will supplement the previous atomic bomb phenomena 
observations in the determination of the following: 

a. The hazard to ljersonnel resulting from residual fall-out 
and airborne activity. 

b. The contsmination of areas and structures. 

C. The development of decontamination measures. 

5.4b.2 
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pe collection of the necessary samples will be accomplished by 
a::~ aircraft for air samples and the Intermittent Fall-Out 
-&er and Electrostatic Precipititor for ground s6mples. These 
=.~_,d6 and equipment will be discussed in detiil below: 

Air Sampling - Air sampling aircraft will collect a total sample of 
bScz~ and particulate material from the cloud for the purposes of 
,y-:ect 7.3 and this project. This project will analyze the particu- 
btc swle for cloud particle size and distribution. The SS.U@iIlg 
c_.~i be accomplished by ~-84~ aircraft, each being equipped with a 
12: mpler. The latter will be installed in the nose of the air- 
._ _ :t with* a probe extending forward of the nose through a gunport. 
:.~.r ;robe contains a solenoid operated valve and is attached to a 
“e~(ble plastic bag. ,. ..- Initially the bag will be deflated and the 
7:*,-e closed. Upon entering the cloud following the detonation, 
rr: et a given radiation level, the pilot actuates a stitch opening 
l :e mlenoid valve. The probe smples the air isokinetlcally, to _’ 
r:ll the bag within approximately ten seconds. The gas sample is 
~2sequently pumped out through a filter into shipping bottles. Both 
‘4: and filter will finally be shipped to the 21 for detailed par- 
::zLate analysis. 

Intermittent Fall- Out Sampler - The intermittent fall-out samplers 
KU be located on various Islands of the atoll, and will operate in 
rz:?. a way as to document, fall-out as a function of time. these 
x;lers will be designed to the following specifications: 

a. 

b. 

C. 

a. 

e. 

f. 

Initially water-ti.&t to prevent entry of water. 

Equipped with a Blue-Box with a time delay relay to 
start the sampling cycle at H-hour plus 5 to 10 minutes. 

Total sampling time of six (6) hours. 

The unit will sample fall-out intermittently, with a time 
interval between sample collections of fifteen minutes. 

Battery, or spring-wound motor, operated. 

Sampling surface readily 
facilitate shipment. 

removable from the equipent to 

It is planned that one of these Intermittent Fall-Out %mplers 
viu be located on each of the following islands of Eniwetok atoll: 

5.4b.3 



Bogallua 
Bogmbogo 
RUChi 

Bogon 
Engebi 
Muzin 
Kirinian 
Bokonaarappu 
Yeiri 
Aitsu 
Rujoru 
Sberiru 
Aomon 
Biijiri 

Rojoa 
AarWbiru 
Piiraai 
Runit 
Aniysanii 
Japt6.n 

parry 
Bniwetok 
Igurin 
Giriinien 
Rigili 
Coral Head 
Artificial Island 

Duplicate stations will be established at Engebi, Foeriru, Runlt, 
Japtan, Parry, Eniwetok, Giriinien and Rigili. - _ 

Electrostatic Precipitator - These will collect s6mples of air- 
borne particulate material. Each precipitator is self-contained and 
similar to a portable electrostatic precipitator developed and manu- 
factured by Mine Safety Appliance Company. The collecting surface 
will be modified to include electron microscope screens for parti- 
culate analysis. Such units w-U.1 be located on Engebi, Eberiru, 
Biijiri, Runit, Japtan, Parry and Eniwetok. 

Aerial Survey - These data will be obtained with survey meters 
in light aircraft or helicopters,with detailed data being taken with 
survey meters equipped with recorders. It is planned that these 
data be taken by a Rad-Safety monitor in each aircraft and made 
available to this project. Detailed information is required on the 
altitude, flight path, air speed, estimated ground speed, location 
relative to the ground, etc., to permit interpretation of the graph- 
ical data. 

5.4b.4 
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yect No: 6.1 

:-:: Wtici?ation: 

BLAST_ 

project Titleg Pressure vs. Time OI). the 
Ground. 

MIKE-KIKG 

hi% I Mr. Harlan E. Lenander 
b!::ess: FJrohlg Ground Department 

(Code 5230) f3adi.a Corpomtlon 
Sandis Bese, Albuquerque, Ksw Mex¶.co 

A-y* *.._. “. Albuquerque 6-4411 
Ea. 71-33 . 

::dxting Agency: Proving Ground Department 
sanala corporation 

-.-sznnel Requirements in the Fomard Area? 

‘Approximate I t I 

‘Number 1 From ’ To t 

Officer t I I -1 

Enlisted ’ 1 1 I 

Civilian 1 I 1 I 

: 20rt Required: 



Object of the Experiment: 

1emS 
A complete understanding of blast phenomena involves mmy mb_ 
- very few of which can be adequately treated tith theoretical 

methods alone. To the bomb design theoretician, knowledge of the h. 
air* pressure field that would be established in a homogeneous a&a.. 
phere by a given atonic explosion is sufficient. Such knowledge m 
imply an understanding of how the explosion energy is partitioned (h. 
tween the various energy transport mechanisms) and how at least part 
of that energy is propagated. In the strict sense, the phrase "field 
variable" means just that when applied to pressure. Since no such 
homogeneous atmosphere exists, however, and we see that pressure cm 
never be studied as a field variable in the strict sense, it seems 
logical to study pressure field; that have been perturbed only by atzm. 
pheric inhomogeneities. The discussion of Project 6.2 is devoted to 
explaining the proposed contributions of Operation IVY to such studies. 

Ihe next step in complexity involves studying the pressure field, 
near a reflecting surface, in order that one may understand how such a 
surface perturbs the field - as a function of pressure, time, chmac- 
teristice of the reflecting surface, and characteristics of the atme- 
phere above the surface. This project is designed to augment the exis- 
ting fund of experimental data on the Utter - by measuring pressure aa 
a function of time, on or near the earth's surface, at various fixed 
points around Eniwetok atoll for shots MIKE and IENS. The value of such 
data to those interested in Weapons Effects is clear, siuce most ob- 
jects that one might wish to destroy with (or protect from) an atomic 
bomb are located on or near the surface of the earth. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. One device which measures the insta&auemas incident pressure 
is knownas a Wiancko gauge. This instrument makes use of the pressure- 
Induced deformation of a twisted "'hourdon" tube to vm+y the inductance 
of a coil - thus generatinganelectric signal, themagnitude ofwhich 
is proportional to the instanteneous value of the incident pressure. A 
permanent record of the signal. is made electronically, either on mag- 
netic tape, photographic film or paper. %ch gauge thus supplies a 
record of pressure versus time at its location - and a pressure versus 
distance record is obtained by placing gauges at a number of different 
positions. 

To obtain information as to azimuthal variations in the field, 
gauges are located on different radial lines from zero. To separate 
"surface" effects from the records, the gauges are! mount& a few feet 
above the ground on small towers. When the latter is not feasible, the 

-- ,_ 
-- t-c “Fs’i * See the discussion of Project 6.2. 

‘ .’ _jy; - 
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pu6e8 sre mounted flush with local surfaces (ground baffles). 

B. For MIKE shot, Wiancko air pressure gauges wiXL be placed at 
*AMeen positions around the eastern side of the atoll, as follars: 

jb&tiOll Rmber Island Dist.from Zero (ft .) Ty-pe of Gauge Mount 

614 Teiteiripucchl 4422 Ground baffle 
615.01 Bogairikk 5900” Ground baffle 
616.01 Bo&.rikk 59Om Ground baffle 
615.02 Rogon Ground baffle 
616.02 Bogoa Ground baffle 
610 

&?:; 
611103 
6~L.04 
612.01 
613.01 
613.02 

Site Nosh- 
Engebi 
Muzin 
Bokon 
Aomon 

. 

15 foot tower 
15 foot tower 
15 foot tower 
15 foot tower 
15 foot tower 
15 foot tower * 
LO foot tower 
10 foot tower 

In this way, an esttited peak pressure range of from 0.8 to 
300 pounds per square inch (psi) will be covered. The recording wiU 
be accomplished in the following stations: 

Station Number Island !Fype of Structure 

Bogon 
Engebi 
Muzin 
BOk0n 

Aanon 

New concrete blockhouse 
GREENHOUSE Station 3015 

,, ,, 30= 
New concrete blockhouse 
GREEMOUSE stations 132a & b 

New Gooden blo:Mmu:: 

In every case, signal. wiring is being kept to a mininxum, both . 
by recording at the nearest available recording station and by care.fW. 
selection of gauge locations. 

* Different radial lines. 
U-B Different radial lines. 
+IcIc !Ibis is a small artificial island on the reef between Bogon 

and Engebi. 
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For KING shot the sane type of &auge will be used, and two 
measurement lines will be established - one over water and one over &I& 
For the former, the gauge mounts will be 15 foot towers, located at 2500, 
3000, 4000, 5000, 6000, 7000, 10,000, and 15,000 feet iron bomb zero. 
Ihe line will extend along the reef to the south, an attempt being BE& 
to keep each instrument at least one hundred yards from land - in order 
that the measurements may be more nearly "OVE& water". The land line 

be established on Runit, and WilJ. consist of the following: 

Station Number Mstance from Zero (ft.) !&pe of GaugeMount 

E-"' 
3000 Ground baffle 
5ooo 15 foot tower 

6101.02 Ground baffle 
619 .ol Fk!ii 15 foot tower 

% 
Ground baffle 
'15 foot tower 

96‘78 Ground bef'fle 
I 

Recording of these measurements will be accomplished in station 605. 
In'addition to the above, one gauge will be mounted (on a 15 foot 
tower - station 612.02) bn Pasry - 
recorded in station 606. . 

Remarks: 

!I!he Proving GroundDepartment of Sandia Corporation is responsible 

the measurements of which will be 

for four distinct projects (6.1, 6.3, 6.5, and 6.7b) of the Blast &a- 
sure3nents program. The work loads imposed by these projects, however, 
are not separable. As a result, the Sandia Corporation personnel under 
Mr. Lenander's supenrision will devote their efforts to all projects 
eqay. In lieu of listing personnel requirements for the individual 
projects, the following table is presented; to represent the total pro- 
posed forward area requirements for the 8bOve mentioned four projects: 

Officer Misted civilian Fran g 
. 

2 

: 
I.2 21 

2 
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PROGRAM 6 

BUST WeAs- 

Project Title, Air Mass ktion 6tubLek %:at Nor 6.2 
- 

:.:i partici?atioa: MJXE _ m(j 
- 

Fc44 Officer: 

Sa.Qer Lt. Col. Francis B. Porzel 
Address : P. 0. Box1663 

Los ALamos, mr Mexico 

,%one: 2-2766 

hxhxting Rgencx: Group J-10 
Y&s Alamos Scientific Iab. 

?ereonnel Requirements in the Forward Arear 

'Approxunate t t t 

rN&nber I From t To t 

Officer I 1 I M-60 ’ K/15 1 
Enlisted 1 6 I 11 I II 1 

Civilian * 1 1 I9 I It I 

Support Required3 
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Clbjcct of the &periment: 

One 0f the most perpltldng problems in the field of dmic ~p0pr 
effects is the obtaizmeent of an accurate ana complete free-air mm 
pressureversus disWnce curve. By ccunplete we mean a continuous 
record of pressures from the relatively high (hundreds of pounds pcz 
square Inch) to the very low(a fraction of a pound per square inch). 
Over-pressure, of course, Is defined as absolute pressure less an- 
bientpresme - aa the term free-air implies the true absolute 
pressure existent at a point in the atmosphere, in the absence of 
such perturbing factors as measuring instruments, structures, air- 
craft, or the eaFth’s surface. 

Unfortunately, the hydrodyaamical equations which describe this 
phenanenon ccmtpletely can be written but not solved. An approximetc 
solution has been obtained with IBM machines, under the simplifyi.ng 
assumptions of a homogeneous atmosphere and no radiative transport, 
of energy - this solution, however, is of maximum value only when 
supplemented with experimentaU.y determined facts, as It tells us 
now about the attenuation of the shock strength with passage 
to altitude. 

The obtainment of such experimntally determjlned facts is fraught 
with difficulties, as vill be seen from an examination of our de- 
f initions above. First one must develop an instrument which will 
document the passage of the shock vave without disturbing that pas- 
sage in any way, otherwise the measurements will not be true 'free- 
air". Then a sptem must be evolved for flzdng these instrments 
at known positions in space. 

The importance of having the above mentioned pressure versus dis- 
tance curPe cannot be overemphasized. For instance, in the field 
of atomic weapons effects alone, the correct answers to the follou- 
ing questions would come much closer to being a realityt 

(1) 

(2) 

What is the minimum safe target approach distance for a 
dropping aircraft, as a function of target altitude, alr- 
craftaltltude,andenergyrelease of theweapon? 

What accuracy Is required for the optimal use of a-c 
warheads in anti-aircraft projectiles, as a fmction of 
target altitude, target velocity, probable target dis- 
persal. (&&&al deployment of aircraft fornations), and 
energy release of the -head? 

6.2.2 
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ij) mt, is the optimal bomber formation for effective deployment 
against an enemy target which may be defended by atomic anti- 
&bcraft projectiles? 

At tbt present t*, these questions (ti nwy others, closely 
++A) fan be answered in an qqroxlmate way 0ply - bph8king11~~11~ 

,&fl>A.ng ea3mptions. !che availability of good free-air pressure 
rrTa dlstancc information'vill decrease the number of t$ose assumrp- 
._-> by at least one l lhis experiment atten@ to 6~pply 8~ 0f 

Is~ Hofiarstlon, by earployLng an “ingenious device” to partially 
c-t the cxpu‘imental dW! icr Jties mentioned above. 

1. One method of labeling the atmosphere is supplied by smoke 
T_. 'c ;ho+uogtaphy. A puff of smoke is placed in the atrilosphere - in 
)J* &on of interest (the placauent procedure till be discussed 
k13l). A motion picture cmera has been previously aligned in such 
b SJ~ that the puff is well within its field of view, ti the m 
Y &CS supplied with B device for placing timing ‘IpIps” on t;he 
C.8. SubSeQXIJt @IOtOgFaphy of the puff, Snd fmmySf8 prOa 

:&ee,vill supply the experimenterwithat&mhlstory of the 
,*'s motion end perturbation.* Use of one careera, of coume, will 
ziy document the projection of the pvif on a plane perpendiculm to 
**axis of the cmnera. If one places the puff inaIumwnplane 
:Atially, however, and makes wind corrections, a reasonable ayproxi- 
rAon tie the threk dimensional path of the puff can be obtained. 

the fol&xing iniormatlon, Such a method should supply us tith 
6’. fair accuracy: 

(a) ?he elapsed time fr~en zero to the arrival of the shock 
at thepuff. 'Ihis co&inedtiththe Eulerian co- 
ordinates of the pufs at that time (obtamd from film 
axmlysis) will supply a point on the free-air shock 
t3.meofareivalcurve. 

(b) Themotionof the puffafterpassage of the shock. Such 
'pmsS8 mtions" are theoretically associated with the 
vasiation of shock strength with time, aud hence with 
the variation of shock overpressure vlth time in that 
region. !&is represents the primwy measurement of fhe 
pro$ect. 

’ ~cpuf’f itself maybe thought of as a point in the Ligrangfan CO- 
ordinate system, and the technique outlinedherein 1s amethod of' 
WOCiatingthis La(pangian pointtithbothtime ana the =.=rian 
~OolTCIJLate system 
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B. For KlXE shot, low altitude (- 4GO feet) Labeling of t,& 
air till be acccunplished with exploding moz%r projectiles. !&e ar. 
tances from zero will be similsr to those chosen for the Wiancko 
gauges of Project 6.1 - the actual positions, however, are quite 
different. Most of the mortars will be mounted on ten foot square 
rafts and placed in the lagoon, to allow photography from stationa 
on the eastern side of the atoll. The four close-in mortars will 
have their firing mechanisms actuated with EC&G timing si&s - the 
rem&nder will be actuated by means of 'blue boxes". Themortar- 
produced puffs will be photopphed by ten Mitchell (100 frame/see) 
cameras - from vantage points on Engebi, Rojoa, Runit, and Parry. 
!lhese cameras wi3J. be mounted in individual shielded steel boxes on 
concrete pilLars. 

In addition, the air will be labelled with smoke at ten al. 
titudes above the bomb (5000, 6000, 10,000, ll,OOO, 15,000, 16,000, 
20,000, 21,000, 25,000, and 26,000 feet) by means of bursting shells 
from guns. !Ihe guns till be placed on Engebi, and the bursts wiU 
lie on a line defined by the intersection of the foll.oKing planes: 

(1)' A plane such that a horizontal line in that plane is 
perpendicular to the line from zero to the photo 
station on Rojoa. This plane &es an angle of 60 
degrees with the horizontal, passing through zero 
andleaningtowardRojoa. 

(2) A plane such that a horizontal line in that plane 
is parallel to the line from zero to the Rojoa 
photo station. This plane makes an angle of 75 
degrees with the horizontal, passing through zero 
andleaningtowardBogoSLua. 

The ten guns will be placed on Engebi, each gun assemblybe- 
ing mounted on a concrete pad (10 feet square and 8 inches thick). 
Since the lowest burst height is 5,000 feet, the choice of the above 
line (along which the bursts wilJ_ lie) implies that no gun is aimed 
toward the bomb. If the velocity of a projectile be wrong, the near- 
est possible approach to the bcznb is 1,000 feet. AU. guns will be 
fired with timing signals furnished by EC&o. The gun-produced puffs 
will be photographed by five Mitchell (100 frames/set) cameras, frCmn 
the photo station on Rojoa. 

For KING shot, only the low altitude (- 400 feet) air label- 
ing technique will be used. Eight mortars till be placed on a line 
running approximately northwest fruu ground zero - the nearest being 
at 4,OGO feet and the most distit being at 15,000 feet. The Inrffs 
will be photograaed by Mitchell cameras from the Rojoa photo station. 
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1. A fundamentsl diifidty with thie _ _ 
measuremnt is the fact 
failure to obtaindata. ,at-cl& ~0wrage may result ln canplete 

s,~~ddmdis the sfxplestknownwayto obtain the ~nfoxnta- 
tiz rought, hme=r, It is felt that the chance is worth taking. 

2. ft should be clearly understood that high orders of sccuracy 
_ tic 0btaimttent of free-air pressure information are not eeseritlal . . 
,’ l 5 present day “effects on things” pl.mming. ‘Ihis ia due to 
.& fact that the response of the "things" to those pressures is 
~:~Uunderatood. Such a fact, hwever,'does not preclude the 
49Lqbllity of understandiag the pressure field about em atanlc 
~23 ex$osion 86 completely 88 poesible. Future developnents ln 
e&e field of stn\ctural analysis mpsy w4.l make highly accurate pres- 
r2-t Imouledge necessary. 
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--‘tit No_: 6.3 

. . . stiici?ation: ._* . MIKE - KING 

+ 
F:tCt Officer: 

Project Title: Shockwind, Aftervlnd, 
and Sound Velocity. 

li=er Mr. Harlan E, Lenander 
Akresa: Proving GroundDepartment 

(code 5230) sandia Corporation 
Sam3la Base, Albuquerque, Ikw Mexico 

.?.xe: Albuquerque 6-441~ 
MT. 7133 

:&cting Agency: sandia CoqKwation 
88 

Group J-10 
Los ALamos Scientific Lab. 

:~XUX~ Requirements in the Forward Areat 

'Approximate 1 I t 
'N&nber t From ’ To I 

Officer 1 1 (J-10) ’ M-45 I 

Enlist&id ' 
K#7 8 

I I 8 
Civilian f 1 (J-10) ’ M-45 I K{7 # 

See '&marks" on page 6.3.6 
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Object of the ELxperiment: 

Ihe 
exhibits 

(a) 

(b) 

(4 

static pressure experienced by a fixed point in the blest rla 
the following qualitative variation ulth time: 

Prior to shock arrival it remains relatively constant at 
its ambient value. 

Passage of the shock wave is accompanied by an abrupt 
pressure rise to some peak value. This pe& value is 
determined in part by the distance from bomb zero and 
the energy release. 

After the shock passes the pressure falls (in something 
like an exponential fashion) with time from the above 
mentioned peak to below-ambient values. It subsequently 
passes through a minimum, and finally approaches the 
ambient value fYan below. 

For a given point in space, the period during which the pressure is 
greater than ambient is known as the "positive phase" - and the period 
during which the pressure is below ambient is known as the "negative 
phase". The positive phase is characterized by a wind blowing radially 
outward (fram zero) and the negative phase is characterized by a wind 
blowing radially inward toward zero. These are the shock winds. lb- 
terial velocity behind the shock (one of the psrameters entering into 
the equations used to describe shock propagation) is another name for 
the shock wind in that region. 

The rising fireball creates a tremendous "updraft" in the vicinity 
of bomb zero. Such a vertical motion of an air column creates a low 
pressure region near the base of the column. This in turn cause6 out- 
side air to flow into the lower portion of the column. The latter is 
called the "after-wind"." For a sufficiently small burst height (above 
the earth's surface), the above mentioned column rests on the ground - 
and the afterwind includes horizontal components at ground level, direc- 
ted toward ground zero. !I!he mechanisms which create an afterwind on 
the one hand and a "fire-storm ItWon the other hand are essentially the 
same. . 

* The term "afterwind" may also be used to include the shock winds of 
the negative phase. In this case, the phrase "shock Kind" applies 
only to the radially-outward winds associated vith the positive 
phase. 

*SC Similar to that following the Hiroshima detonation. 

. 
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;+n an object is placed in a moving fluid, such as air, the pres- 
I’( .a &kh the object is subjected consists of two distinct oompon- 
,:J _ tie static pressure and the dynamic pressure. The former is the 
*s=e that the object would 'see" if it were moving with the fluid - 
.,$ r;t,er Is the additional effective pressure on the object, produced 
,..L~ fluid velocity. Which of these components is the larger depends 
,- = he ~tlcular conditions - and each is capable of destruction, as 
i.sMte object has no way of differentiating between them. ThUS 

..a k>:ve mentioned winds are potential destructive forces, and are 
i-22 of study as such. 

ze ambient (unshocked air) sound velocity, the material velocity 
!.x=J the shock, and the sound velocity behind the shook are all para- 
S:~~ tich occur in theoretical shock wave descriptions. As a result, 
+.a*- experimental documentation for an actual wave is very valuable to _.I 
, :x$ete description of the phenomena.associated with the wave. 

'31e objectives of this project are thus seen to be two-fold, as 
‘:~nrs: 

(a) The measurement of shock winds and after-winds at various 
distances from ground zero. 

(b) The measurement of sound and material velocities, both 
prior to and after shock arrival, at various distances 
from sound zero. 

t*Aod and Procedure: 

A. At this writing, feasibility tests of several instruments are 
t&q, conducted at the NTS. Final decisions as to which of these in- 
fz-aents will be used for IVY vill be forthcoming on or about 15 June. 
kxg those instruments being considered are the following: 

(4 

b) 

A double-ended pitot head assembly. Ihis instrument 
measures both total (static plus dynamic) and static 
pressures. It is made double-ended in order that both 
the positive and negative phase winds can be documented. 
Its mode of operation is identical to that of any air- 
craftpitothead. 

A so-called Sonic,Interferometer. This instrument 
assembly consists of a pulsing mechanism, two sound 
wave generators, two receivers, 8 timing oscillator, 
an interval timer, and recording equipment. That 
portion of the assembly which actually is subjected 
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to the blast wave is mounted on the cross bar or a 
"goal post" type tower, some 15 feet above the ground, 
Be two sound wave generators are located at the cep, 
ter, and one receiver is attached to each end, of the 
bar. The goal post is oriented in such a way that 
the bar makes a 45 degree angle with the oncoming 
blast wave. Hence one receiver is upstream, and the 
other is downstream, of the transmitter head. The 
remainder of the assembly (pulsing mechanism, timing 
devices, and recording equipment) is mounted in a 
nearby recording station, to and from which the neces- 
sary signals can be carried by wires. 

In brief, operation of the above instrument is as fol- 
lows: 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

The timing oscillator (set for 250 signals per 
second) triggers the pulsing mechanism and the 
interval timer simultaneously. 

The pulsing mechanism feeds a pulse to the trans- 
mitter head, which in turn generates two sound 
waves. 

Upon detection of a sound wave, 
fies the interval timer and its 
ing equipment. 

a receiver noti- 
associated record- 

The basic data obtained by the instrument consists of 
elapsed time measurements - from the electronic initia- 
tion of each signal to its recording after detection by 
both receivers. Calibration allows these measurements 
to be interpretable in terms of the sound wave transit 
times over both upstream and downstream air paths. !be 
latter information can in turn be theoretically related 
to both local sound velocity and wind velocity. 

(c) Kiel-meters and Q-tubes. These instruments are commonly 
used for wind tunnel pressure measurements. Their opera- 
tion is based on an application of Bernoulli*s principle. 

(d) A device known as the Sonic Anemometer, the name being 
&rived from the fact that it is a wind velocity mea- 
suring instrument which probes the velocity field with 

ad i 
measC 
Stati 

locat 

The 
yet 

sound waves. This interesting device, 
signed and developed by Group J-10, of 
the elapsed times between the creation 

which was de- 
LASL, measures 
of a sound wave 

one 
and 
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(by a spark gap) and Its arrival at two microphones. 
The path lengths in air (from spark gap to each mfcro- 
phone) are identical in length and oriented differently 
with respect to a radial line from bomb zero, Ihe dif- 
ference in wave arrival times, at the two microphones, 
is a measure of the relative motion of the air through 
vhich the wave passed - and hence of the local wind 
velocity. The time required for a wave to traverse a 
given path is a measure of the average sound velocity 
over that -path. 

A typical installation consists of a 24 inch (diameter) 
hole in the ground (1.6 feet deep) - around the mouth of 
which three steel pipes extend vertically some six feet 
above the ground. The pipes are located at the vertices 
of an isosceles right triangle, the altitude of which is 

. perpendicular to a radial line from ground zero. The 
microphones are located at the tops of the pipes at 
either end of the triangle base, and the spark gap is ! 

located at the top of the pipe remaining. The air paths 
are thus the equal sides of the triangle - each being 
approximately one meter long. The electronic equipment, 
including a dual-trace recording oscilloscope, and a 
Wax-rick high speed camera which provides permanent re- 
cords by photographing the scope face, are mounted in the 
hole - cheap shielding from ionizing radiation thus be- 
ing obtained. 

B. For MIKE shot, Group J-10 of LASL will. measure both sound 
lrtd inward directed wind velocities - using Sonic Anemometers. These 
xasurements will start at the end of the positive phase (at a given 
s'dtion) and extend for approximately ten seconds. The instrument 
Lscations will be as follows: 

Station Knuber Island Distance from Zero (ft.) 

630.01 Engebi 
630.02 Kirinian ;::3 
630.03 Bokon 
630.04 Siijlri 

"ihe possible participation of this group in the KING shot program is as 
pet unsettled. 

'Ihe Proving Ground Department of Sandia Corporation, using 
one or more of the other instruments mentioned, will also measure sound 
Ud xiad velocities for both MIKS and KING shots. Their instruments 
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till be mntnted on, and the recording ror them will be done in, pro*, 
6.1 stations* (15 rO& towers and associated recording stations) _a 
Bogairikk, Bogon, Engebi, Muzin, Bokon, Aomn, Parry, and Runit. & 
two closest stations vill not mzasure wind velocity tiectly, becau 
or its great magnitude, but ViU meamre pressure differences along& 
shaped surface - from which the tid velocity cm be calculated. hw 
surface designs are not yet available, but they will probably be cop. 
Crete walls 5 to 10 feet high and 20 to 30 feet long. 

Major Jack E. Whitener, of LASL, is the Project Wficer for tha 
Sonic Anemometer portion 0r this experiment. For those interested in 
conticting him for additional details of his work, we offer: 

Remarks: 

Address: P. o.Box 1663 

+ This Includes the Sonic Interferometer goal posts - station8 
61.~01, 61~02, 61.~03, 611.04, 619.01, and 619.02. 

Phone : 

Los Alams, New Mexico 

2-2766 
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.voject NO: 6.4a 

::.ot participation: 

z,nsor: AEC 

,?0j& Officer: 

Kane : 
Address : 

4 
Phone: 

PROGRAM 6 

eoject Titler 

cu. WlSLiam D. 
P. o.Box1~3 
US &3DlOS, &I? 

2-2766 

&duct&y Agency: 

Biker 

IkXiCO 

Group S-10 
Los AJJUllo.9 Scientific Lab. 

Writer Wave *tion - 
ShkLlow Water - Photographic. 

?eersonnel Requirements in the Forward Area: 

'Approximate 1 I I 

fN&nber 1 From ‘ To t 

Officer ( 1 
f M-45 I MA t 

Enlisted ’ I I I 

Civilian 1 I I I 

Support Required: 

(1) Oversess shipment of floats. 

(2) ha3l. creft for laying floats. 
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:‘_ ’ __ 

.I. 

1 i 1.5’ 
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Object of the Experiment: 

- As a continuation of the studies outlined under Project 6.Lb, 
this project is designed to document water surface motions within t& 
lagoon. 

Method and Procedure t 

A. Both the wavelength and amplitude of lagoon water waves will 
be observed photographically. To make such a technique feasible, the 
water surface will be labelled with floats. Each float will be lo- 
cated within the fixed field of view of a Mitchell (-100 frames/set) 
camera. Subsequent film analysis will allow the construction of a 
position-versus-time function for each float - and hence for those 
water surface points. 

B. The fields of view of those Mitchell cemeras arranged to ob- 
serve mortar-produced smoke puffs (see Project 6.2) will include the 
water surface. Eence t&n film records can be obtained for this pro- 
ject by the proper location of floats alone. In addition, to obtain 
Purtber coverage, three Mitchells will have a primary mission of obtain- 
ing records Por this project. The latter will be mounted in individual 
shielded steel boxes on concrete emplacements. Qle each will be lo- 
cated on tigebi, Runit, and BiiJiri. 

The above instrumentation will allow documentation of lagoon 
water surface motions in the vicinity of Parry, Runit, Rojoa, and 
Engebi. 
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6.4b Toject Not 

ikot participation: 

DOD (OHR) 

.90pct Officer: 

PROGRAM 6 

BLASTWEAS~ 

Project Tftlet Sea Waves. 

xanle t WxLard Basccml 
address: Scripps Institution of Oceanography 

La Jolla, California 

Phone: Glencove 5-42l4 

handucting Agency: Scrippe Institution of Oceanography 
(University of California) 

'ersonnel Requirements in the Forward Areat 

'Approximate 1 t I 

'Number t From ’ To t 

Officer t I t t 

Enlisted 1 I t ? 

Civilian t I2 I M-15 ’ M#2 ’ 

upport Required: 'Ihe 00nducting agency will use two of its own 
fleet type tugs. In addition, military support 
will be Aupished by Joint Task Force 132 - for 
operations at and in the vicinity of Bikini atoll. 
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Object of the Experiment: 

MIKE shot is expected 
surface of the surrounding 

to produce rather substantial waves on & 
water. This project is designed to docmt: 

(1) The characteristics of the waves produced (number, height, 
period, length, and velocity). 

(2) The amount of blast energy being transferred into wave-mak@, 

(3) The nature of propagation and refraction of seismic-like 
waves over large areas of oc.ean. 

Although many expriments which give a rsasonably good picture of 
explosion-generated waves have been conducted, they have been for corn. 
paratively uncomplicated conditions. The principal problem is to asccp 
tain the means by which energy is transferred from the explosion to the ! 
water (the impedance match). Such a problem is particularly difficult 
in this case because we have no comparable experiments upon which to 
base an,estimate. For example, the 5ealw experiments by Leech indi- 
cated that there is a second critical depth, close to the water surface, 
at which a remarkably high percentage of blast energy goes into uave 
energy. In fact, the use of near-surface explosions is a promising 
means of deluging an enenly beach prior to an amphibious assault. This 
would lead one to assume that the MIKE waves will be high. On the 
other hand, the fact that the actual explosion will be over land sug- 
gests a poor impedance match and a low transfer of ener- to wave 
making. 

(1) 

There are at least six means by which waves maybe produced: 

The existence of a high pressure area of considerable dura- 
tion over the water surface near ground zero will give an 
initial outward impulse to the surrounding water. 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

The pressure and twmendous heat will create a crater, the 
collapse of which may cause a second wave to start outward. 

A submarine landslide may be started by the blast, resulting 
in a tsunami (tidal wave) which, though a secondary effect, 
might make large waves at a-distance. 

The air-pressure wave travelling across the water surface 
may be accompanied by a water wave of equal velocity. 

There may be a mass of rock and material lifted from the 
crater which will fall back into the sea - thus creating waves. 

Because of the assymmetry of the situation, with the shallow I 
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lagoon (l$ ft.) on one side and the deep ocean (12,000 ft.) 
on the other side, It is probable that the water crater will 
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be much larger on-the ocean side and that its collapse may 
throw a great mass of sea water into the lagoon - thus cre- 
ating a secondary wave source. 

Another very important, and highly indeterminate, fact is that 
z&er such circumstances these waves are likely to be of low amplitude 
2 the deep ocean but may peak-up very considerably upon arriving at 
C:5tat shores. 

The value to the sciences of geology and geophysics of instrurnen- 
:*G a controlled seismic sea wave 
:L: uell be imagined. 

, perhaps the only one in history, 

V&KN~ and Frocedure: 

Waves are to be measured at four general types of locations; 

1. In Eniwetok Lagoon. 

2. In the open ocean nearby (undisturbed). 

3. On the_ shores of islands at moderate distances (subject to 
some refraction and diffraction). 

h. At great distances which are highly modified 
uration of the bottom and the juxtapositions 

by the config- 
of islands. 

The following specific locations and instruments have been chosen 
uhich, it is believed, will give the most satisfactory records of such 
waves i 

(1) On Eniwetok island a shore recording station will receive 
electrical impulses thru a submarine cable from a pressure 
pick-up in about 60 feet of lagoon water. %is is a tried 
and true instrument combination which has been used success- 
fully in the past for measuring ocean swell. 
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(2) To the north of ground zero there are no suitable (nearby) 
islands at which the above “standard” instruments can be 
used. It is necessary, however, to measure waves reasonably 
close to ground zero in deep water. For this, a radical 
departure from previous methods of instrumentation will be 

required. A deep-sea mooring which utilizes the tops of 
undersea mountains (at 26 and 72 miles) will be tried; theBe 
flat-topped seamounts rise from 12,000 feet of water to 
within 4,000 feet of the surface and are thus in compara- 
tively shallow water. A taut-line mooring with an under- 
water buoy for a pressure pickup station, connected by slack 
line to a spar-buoy containing the recording elements, will 
be used. Although this scheme is as yet untested, we believe 
it will be successful; and the eventual value of such an 
instrument-placing technique in undersea warfare can scarcely 
be overestimated. 

(3) An installation on the seaward side of the westernmost islands 
of Bikini atoll, similar to that at Eniwetok, is necessary to 
measure waves at the third type of location. Here the first 
record of shoaling waves will be taken; diffraction will be 

. measured and perhaps some indication of energy transfer can 
; be obtained. Bikini will also have shore-recording wave 
* meters cable-connected to pressure pick-ups in shallow water, 

(ha) In order to measure waves at greater distances (SC43 - 2CCC 
miles) a simple water-level recorder will be used which can 
be mounted on existing pier pilings. This instrument meas- 
ures the differences in elevation of the water surfaces in 
two adjacent pipes which are suitably damped to exclude low 
frequency waves. Such installations are planned for Hawaii, 
Truk, Wake, and Midway. 

(Lb) It is quite possible that the MIKE-produced waves will be 
picked up by the U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey recording- 
tide gauges which are distributed throughout the Pacific is- 
lands; copies of their records will be requested for study. 

The University of California wave recorders on Guam, although not 
tuned for exact frequency response, will almost certainly get some sort 
of a record. These instruments will be operated continuously during 
the time at which uaves may arrive at Guam. 

, * 
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~~ an aid in correlating water wave motion (and formation) -&.th 
,.STS=heriC pressure mriations, 

rLIC rt Truk, Guam, 
microbarograph measurements may be 

-Kidway, and Wake islards. Such measuremente would 
,,:ptrine perturbation pressures established Frl the upper atmosphere by 

detonation. 

Bch station would Consist Of two microbarophonee installed on a 
,did line from Elugelab - the phones being approximately two miles 
,;Gt. Measurement of the elapsed tFme between signal arrival at the 
:u~ observation Points allOW a cab&ation of the angle from which 
*kc signal is coming. 

It was originally planned that the Proving Ground Department. of 
,c&ia Corporation would make these measurements. EcononSy consider- 
rtisns, however 9 make it highly desirable that the Scripps Institution 
2~ oceanography take the responsibility for them as a part of the par- 
ent project. At this writing, a final decision on this matter was not 
rveilable . 

t 
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6.5 .mject No: 

5.t.d Participation: MIKB 

AEC 53onsor: 

?roject Officer: 

project Titlet Ground Motion - Seismic 
Measurements. 

Name f 
Addr833 : 

?hOll8: 

Mr. Harlan E. knander 
Proving Ground Department 
(Code 5230) Sandis Corporation 
Sandis Base, Albuquerque, Hew Mexico 

Albuquerque, 6-44~. 
Em!. 7133 

I;ordilcting hgencx: Proving Ground Department 
Sandia Corporation 

?eraonnel Requirements in the Forward Arear 

'hpproxlmate t 
'Number t From 

Officer ) I 

Enlisted 8 I 

Civilian 4 I 

S;~??ort Required: 

l See "Renarks" on page 6.1.4 
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Object of the Experirmntr 

minate 
@f the total energy released by an atomic explosion, an itie*_ 
percentage is transported (radially outward from bonb zero) b 

the ground. 
pedance 

The magnitude of this percentage is dependent upon tb b 
match between the ground and the weapon during reaction & 

For a high air burst, the impedance match is obviously poor, and tb’ 
percenta’ge is essentially zero. 
versely, it is 100%. 

For a deep underground burst, con- 
Low air bursts, surface bursts, and shallow udr. 

ground bursts represent intermediate situations. 

The transport of this energy by the ground is evidenced by em 
accelerations and resulting motions. Documentation of these as a b. 
tion of distance from bomb zero may make possible the theoretical de- 
duction of how much energy was ground-transported. This project io de- 
signed to supply such documentation. Data from the pre-shot seismic 
surveys and earth attenuation measurerrents of Program 11 will aid in 
the analysis and interpretation of results obtained here in. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. The basic instrument to be used for these measurements is 3 
Wiarxko accelerometer . An acceleration along the axis of the instrmn! 
causes unbalance of a mass-loaded lever arrangement. This in turn 
causes the Inductance of a coil to be varied - which generates an elec- 
tric signal. Laboratory and field calibrations allow the magnitude of 
the generated signals to be interpretable in terms of the instantaneous 
accelerations o These accelerations can be integrated; once to obtain 
velocity, and twice to obtain displacement. 

Each measuring station will consist of three such accelero- 
meters mounted in the ground, with mutually perpendicular measuring 
axes0 The earth acceleration will therefore be measured in three com- 
ponents. The depth of the accelerometer mounts will depeti upon local 
conditions - depth of the base rock foundation, if any, etc. 

B. Measuring stations will be established on Parry, Biijiri, 
Bokon, Muzin, Engebi, and Bogon. Exact locations anl individual station 
details are not available at this writing. 
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w ect No: 6.7a 

irzt participation: 

;>nsor: __ DOD (=a) 

FojeCt Officer: 

PROGRAH 6 

BLASTMEAsuREMeFps 

Fro ject Title: Underwater Pressures Acroee 
the lagoon and In Deep Water. 

Same : Mr. James W.Smith 
Address: Office of Naval Research, 

Code 418, navy Department, 
T-3/2515, Washington 25, D.C. 

,?hone: Liberty 5-6700 
EXT. 6-4476 or 6-6967 

l-ducting Agency: @fice of Haval Research 
Bureau of Ships (US@ 

?ersonnel Requirements in the Forward Area? 

'Approximate 1 t I 

'Number 1 From ’ To 1 

Officer 1 I I I 

Enlisted 1 I I I 

Civilian ’ 6 I M-60 I 
uf’ls 

I 

upDort Required: One P2V (or C-47) to cam-y airborne telemetering 
relay equipment. This will weigh approximately 
300 pounds, occupy 16 cubic feet, and require one 
m tooperate. 

Additional help will cone from Scripps Institute of kzanogx'aphy 
Personnel engaged on another project. 
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Object of the Experiments 

This project is designed to supplement the data obtained by tb 
Sandia Corporation under Project 6.7b, by making a limited number of 
peak water pressure measurements along a line from ground zero through 
the center of the lagoon. In addition, the pressure-time history of 
the underwater shock uave) in the deep water immediately outside tb 
mef northwest of the shot island, will be obtained. The data ob- 
tained may be of importance in determining the energy "coupling* 
coefficient+, as well as in predicting the effects of similar -leases 
of energy on underwater ordnance and on vessels. 

Method and Procedures 

A. A minimum of four pressure measuring and recording systems 
("Tuna Cans") will be moored below the surface of the deep water 
immediately adjacent to the reef northwest of Elugelab. Epch buoy 
for supporting the pressure pick-up is a completely independent unit 
containing the necessary power supply and recording system for the 
pressure-time instrumentation. 
mately 73 tons. 

A complete unit will weigh approxi- 
Pressure gauges will be suspended from the mooring 

cable at various depths to 2000 feet. In addition, suitable mechani- 
cal underwater pressure gauges will be utilized. 

B. Scripps Institute of Oceanography vessels will position and 
permanently moor the pressure measuring instruments and the "Tuna 
Cans" during their operation in the Eniwetok area; then retrieve the 
records, and later the units intact, after the shot. At-eamof 
approximately six Navy scientists who have been doing underwater 
explosion research will be organized to accomplish the field mrk anti 
analyze the data from this project. They will be based on the Scripps 
vessels. 

The three outermost "Tuna CansW will have surface buoy tele- 
metering equipment (seven channels each), the signals of which will 
be relayed, by an airborne pick-up and relay telemetering station, to 
a ship plotting station. The aircraft involved has been requested and 
will probably be a P2V, whose position at shot time will be more than 
2000 feet above the evacuation fleet. 

* This is the ratio of energy transferred into the water to total 
energy incident upon the water. 
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Tlie Sadi Corporation will place six underwater pressure gauges 
:: tt,e shallow water on the lagoon side of the shot island, under 
ircject 6.p, the data from which will be coordinated with the above. 
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Foject Not 6.712 

Shot Participation: MIKE 

AEC s?onsor: 

project Officer: 

PROGRAM 6 

BLASTMEASUREMENTS 

RoJect Tit&t Underwater Pressures - 
Along Reef. 

Name t Mr. Harlan E. Lenander 
Address: Proving Ground lkpartznent 

(Code 5230) San&la Corporation 
Sandia Base, Albuquerque, New Mexico 

Phone: Albuquerque 6-4-4~. 
Fxl.!. 7133 

Cot-&c t ing Agency: Roving Ground Department 
Sandia Corporation 

Personnel Requirements in the Forward Area: 

'Approxunate 1 I ? 

'Number 
Officer 1 
Enlisted ’ 
Civilian 1 

1 From * To 1 
t I f 
t I 1 

1 I I 

Support Required: 



Gbject of the Experiment: 

As a continuation of the underwater pressure field studies*, w, 
project is designed to measure the pressure a8 a function of time ip 
the shallow water of the lagoon. Various distances from bomb zero*;: 
be instrumented, in order that pressure attenuation with distance w 
be documented. 
KING shot. 

These measurements are not considered worthwhile for 
Since it Is to be an air burst, one expects a poor impe~;4, 

match between water and exploding weapon, with a correspondingly SW 
amount of energy being transported by the w&x. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. The basic instrument to be used herein is a Wiancko gauge*. 
modified for underwater use. 

B. These gauges will be placed in the lagoon, l/4 to l/2 mili 
from land. The actual locations will be off Parry, Biijiri, Rngebi, 
andBogairikk. Recording of the data obtained by these instruments 
will be accomplished in nearby Project 6.1 recording stations, using 
standard equipment. 

46 

m 

see Project 6.7a 

See the discussion of Project 6.1. 
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:.:! participation: 

*-{St Officer2 * l ci 

hkme 1 Mr. smaes 

Address : mice of 
Code 418, 
T-3/2515, 

project Title: Acoustic Premum Wave8 
io Uater. 

w. slnlth 
Raval Research 
l!?avy Departprnt 
Washington 25, D-C. 

Bone: Liberty 5-6700 
EXT. 6.4476 or 6-6967 

honducting Agency: Wfice of l&ml. Research, 
&aval Electronics Laboratory, 
Bell Laboratories 

Personnel Requirements in the Forward Area? 

‘N&ber f From ’ To 1 

Officer ’ Rone ' 
1 1 

Enlisted I Hone I 1 I 

Civilian I Bone ’ t I 

Support Required: !l!his project merely require8 that existing 
et&ions be alerted to record, tiyze, and 
subaitareport on data obtainedwith their 
equipment. 

rtation complements. 
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Object of the Experiment: 

This project is designed to make special observations, at several 
SOFAR (Sound Fixing and Ranging) stations in the Pacific (and possibly 
Atlantic) ama, of acoustic signals propagated in deep water. It is 
believed that the MIKE shot yield can be crudely estimated from the 
characteristics of the received signal. It was demonstrated during 
Operation SANDSTCNE that the relative yields of shots XRAY, YOKE, and 
ZEBRA could be established in this fashion. The poor impedance match 
(between ocean mass and exploding weapon) characteristic of an air 
burst will probably preclude the reception (at great distance) of such 
signals for KING shot. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. SOFAR is a method of detecting, and recording the character- 
istics of, acoustic signals propagated in a water layer which is 
approximately 500 fathoms under the ocean surface in the Pacific and 
700 fathoms under the surface in the Atlantic. The transmission of 
sound waves in this lqyer is extremely efficient, apparently because 
of a temperature inversion at thst depth. In fact, for HIKE shot, it 
is expected that the signal will travel through the layer around the 

. tips of both Cape Horn and the Cape of Oood Hope. 

B. Navy SOFAR and SOFAR Research Stations, presently operating 
in the Pacific and Atlantic areas, will be used for special observa- 
tion and analysis of the acoustic signals received during the shot 
period of Operation Ivy. Installation of new pressure pick-ups and 
recording systems is being expedited at these stations. A specially 
trained observer will be attached to the normal staff of each of two 
such stations, to insure that observations are properly made and tc 
analyze the available data. No new SOFAR stations will be established. 
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Project Title t 

:-,st participation: KLKE - KING 

$gsor: AEC 

lroj& Officer: 

MJut?r &%jor Pedro R. FlorCrue 

Address: P.O. Box 1663 
Los Almos, New Mexico 

phone : 2-2766 

;;onlucting Agency3 Group J-10 
Los Alamos Scientific Lab. 

Personnel Requirkents in the Forward Arear 

Air Density vs Time 

‘Appro%UWt8 ’ 
I I 

1 Number 1 From ’ To I 

Officer I 2 I M-46 
I Mb14 ’ 
t I 

Enlisted ’ 
I 

f 
Civilian 1 1 I M-46 

I MC14 

support Required: 
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Object of the Experiment; 
1 
t .I 

This project is designed to make special observations, at SeVera 
SOFAR (Sound Fixing and Ranging) stations in the Pacific (and possibb 
Atlantic) ama, of acoustic signals propagated in deep water. It'ir 
believed that the MIKE shot yield can be cmdely estimated from the 
characteristics of the received signal. It was demonstrated during 
Operation SANDSTCNE that the relative yields of shots XRAY, YOKE, and 
ZEBRA could be established in this fashion. The poor impedance match 
(between ocean mass and exploding weapon) characteristic of an air 
burst will probably preclude the reception (at great distance) of such 
signals for KING shot. 

. 

i 
t 

Method and Procedure: 

A. SOFAR is a method of detscting, and recording the char&er- 
istics of, acoustic signals propagated in a water layer which is 
approximately 500 fathoms under the ocean surface in the Pacific and 
700 fathoms under the surface in the Atlantic. The transmission of 
sound waves in this lqer is extremely efficient, apparently because 
of a temperature inversion at that depth. In fact, for HIKE shot, it 
is expected that the signal will travel through the layer around the 
tips of both Cape Horn and the Cape of Good Hope. 

B. Navy SOFAR and SOFAR Research Stations, presently operating 
in the Pacific and Atlantic areas, will be used for special observa- 
tion and analysis of the acoustic signals received during the shot 
period of Operation IVY. Installation of new pressure pick-ups and 
recording systems is being eqedited at these stations. A specially 
trained observer will be attached to the normal staff of each of two 
such stations, to insure that observations are properly made and tc 
analyze the available data. No new SOFAR stations will be established. 
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Object of the Experiment: 

In the discussion of Project 6.2 we pointed out the dFffih,lt,,, 
measuring a blast parar~ter without perturbing the flow with tb &,_- 
suring instrument. we also indicated one approach to a solution of,4 
problem posed by such a difficulty; namely, the "probing" cfthe tbtt 
field with particles so small that their presence in the flow wu 
cause little or no perturbation. Under Project 6.3 we discussed I It:. 
ond approach to the solution - the use of sound waves to probe a 
field . 

The probing method used herein is a continuation of the first ,;_ 
poach, Fn that even smaller (than the smoke particles of Ro*ct 6.;; 
particles are used. This project is designed to document the air da. 
sity at various fixed points in the blast field - prior to, during, 1~ 
subsequent to the passage of the shock wave. Knowledge of the air de?. 
sity alone is insufficient to describe the shock wave development cc& 

pletely. Since all the blast parameters (pressure, temperature, den- 
sity, velocity, etc.) are related theoretically by well substantiated 
expressions, however, the measurement of any one is useful in the de&. 
mination of others. Also, if we measure more parameters than are neccs. 
sary to make the equation system determinate, the obvious advantage of 
being able to cross-check our results is available to US. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. In addition to its function as a blast parameter, density 
controls the transmission properties of air - for both particulate ard 
electromagnetic radiation. That is, the mean free path* of gamma-rays, 
neutrons, beta-rays (electrons), etc. in air is a function not only of 
their energy but also of the air density. In other words, the cross 
section* of air with respect to radiation of a given energy varies with 
air density. In particular, an increase of air density implies greater 
attenuation with distance (shorter mean free path - higher cross sec- 
tion) to radiation of a given emrgy level. 

To accomplish its purpose, this project utilizes a device 
known as the Beta-ray Densitometer, the latter being designed to take 
advantage of the above mentioned variation of cross section with 

+ see page 8.1.3 

+w See page 4.22 
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g.gity* In brief, its method of operation is as follows: A beta-ray 
,,-;rce of known intensity is observed by a phosphor-photocell type of 

:@!CCt@rl the separation between source and detector being - 50 cm. 
Lf ,p density increase (decrease) over the path between source and de- 
!rCtor Causes a decrease (increase) in the intensity of beta radiation 
:::ident upon the phosphor - which in turn causes a decrease (increase) 
3 the light output by the phosphor. The latter leads to a correspond- 
5qJ decrease (increase) in the current signal generated by the photo- 
tcll, The current signal is used to perturb an electron beam in a 
&v&Way tube, am3 the primary datum generated by the instrument is 
, $otographic record of the tube face. Laboratory calibration of the 
~~~lyallows aaslysia 0 f the above mentioned film to be interpret- 
tile directly as air density versus time along the path. 

B. For MIKE shot, four Beta-ray Densitometers will be used, one 
00 each of the foUoWing islands: wbi, KiriniaXl, bkOn, and tiOIl. 
me distances from bomb zero to these stations will be approximately 
a,@)o, 25JmJ ~J~J and %,ooo feet respectively. 

L 

At present, it is planned to use two densitomsters for KING 
shot - both of which will. be located'cn Runit. Detailed pIming for 
this phase of the operation is not complete at this mitiilg, 

3 

Eemarks : 

(1) The densit, v versus time information obtained herein should 
be valuable as a data-int.erprctation aid for R-eject 5.2 (Gamma In- 
tensity as a Function of Time). At a given instant of time the density 
contour betveen bomb zero and any fixed point in space will affect the 
gamma radiation incident upon the point. Hence humps or troughs in the 
gamma intensity versus time curves may be explainable in terms of shock 
wave position (and attendant air density variations) relative to the 
ganma detectors. 

(2) For the primary data of the densitometer tc exhibit high 
signal-to-noise ratios, the 5.nstrument must be located such that: 

(a) The density varintions experienced during and sub- 
sequent to shock passage are relatively high. 

(b) The magnitude of the extraneous (to this experirrent) 
light eignala-generated in thu phosphor by incident 
gamma radiation and neutrons must be relatively small. 

CWED/DQE 
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Hence we must, place the station so close to the bomb that the shock 
strength is not too low when it reaches the instrument, yet sufficimtlf 
distant that the gamma-ray arrl neutron flux will be adequately at- 
tenuated. For small weapons, these conditions are mutuaUy exclusive _ 
for large weapons the situation is much better. The reader interestad 
in determining why this is true needs only to compare the expressiona 
for gama-ray intensity verse distance and shock stren&h versus dis- 
tance. Because of the above, MIKE shot presents the best opportunity ta 
date fcr using the densitometer technique, and excellent results are 
expected. The smaller yield of KING shot will make a less desirabls 
environment - not sufficiently less, however, to preclude its inclusion 
in the experFmenta1 program. 
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&ject of the Experiment: 

!Lhe thermal radiation emitted by an atomic bomb represents stu 
another subdect that must be thoroughly investigated. In the field 
of weapons effects, both personnel and materiel can be jeopaFdizea 
by exposure to the tranendous flux of heat - especially under am- 
bient conditions of low density and/or high visibility. The latter 
considerations, of course, being advantageous for the use of atomic 
weapon6 again&aircraft- or disadvantageous if one happens to be 
using the aircraft as a weawn delivery device. In the field6 of 
weapon design and diagnosis of weapon performance, on the other 
hand, detailed knowledge of every energy transport mechanism is e66en- 
tial to an understanding of how an at&c explosion actually develop6 - 
and thermal radiation acts as a highly efficient transport mechanism 
under certain conditions. 

The experimental proJects of Rogmn 8 are devoted to a study oi 
thermal radiation as a ‘Yield variable".* This project, in particu- k 
lar, is devoted to documenting the total (integral over time) the- 
radiation received at various fixed di6&nCeS from an exploding wea- 

wn. To further clarify the above statements, consider the equation: 

Q=FY T 
47~ R2 

(8.1.1) 

inwhich: 

(1) Q is the totaL incident radiation, at a distance of 
R cen'timeters from the bomb, in Calories per square 
centimeter. 

(2) Y is the total. energy release of the bomb in calories. 

(3) F is the fraction of the bomb's total energy that 
is in the form of thermal radiation. 

(4) R is the distance in centimeters from the bomb to 
the surface upon which the radiation is incident. 

* See "preface". 
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(5) T is that fraction of FY which reaches the surface under 
consideration - usually called the “transmission”. A 
natural extension of this notation is the replacement 
of T by .-R/x - where R is the same as above and x is 
the mean free path* of the radiation for the particular 
medium (atmosphere) under consideration. 

3- 

d - 

Equation 8.1.1 is not capable of theoretical justification as an 
met description of the thermal radiation versus d.istance phenomenon, 
It does, however, appear to fit past data reasonably well - which is 
justification enough for its use in weapon effect6 planning, Ihe 
bowledge of how therm1 radiation affects things is sufficiently 
vague that an approximation device (such as the above equation) is 
quite adequate for the effects people. 

The above equation is useful to the extent that we can determine 
F and T (or equivalently, x ) as functions of Y and the ambient at- 
mospheric conditions respectively. This project is concerned with 
the determination of Q in equation 8.1.1, as a function of R, for 
both MIKE and KING shots. 

Rthod and Procedure : 

A. Two methods will be employed to measure total incident thermal 
radiation. The first of these is the conventional ballistic therao- 
couple technique. The output of an Apply thermopile is recorded by 
8 GE photoelectronic galvanometer . The themopile Is essentially an 
electric current generator, the amount of current generated being 
proportional to the heat energy “seen” by the instmnent - and a 
gslvanometer is an electric current “sensing” device. Iaboratorg 
calibration of such a combination of devices allows the galvanometer 
reaction to be interpretable directly in terms of calorie6 per square 
centimeter at the instrument. 

The second method involve6 the use of so-called ‘black balls”. 
For IVY, these till consist of black containers filled ~5th some liq- 
uid - the color black being chosen to maximize heat absorption. Ihe 
heat-induced expansion will move a diaphragm, and the motion of the . 
latter will be recorded through a stylus linkage on a spring drive 
revolving drum. Laboratory calibration will again allow the peak I!OPIEDID~E 

expansion of the liquid to be interpreted as so many calories of IANL RC /- 
heat per square centimeter falling on the instrument. 

* Defined as the distance (in the same units as R) over which the 
radiation must travel in order to be attenuated by a factor of 
e. (e - 2.718.*0, the base of natural logarithms. ) 



8. For MIKE shot, elx ballietic thermocouples will be operam _ 
two from the Parry photo tower, two from station 801 on Rngebi, aad 
two frcln etation 803 on BilJlrl. In addition, 'black ball" statiom 
will be placed on BiiJirl, Bogallua, Aitsu, Bokon, Kirinian, Engebf, 
and Bogon i&Lndl3 - and still another will be placed on a piling 
between Engebi and &gon (at site Hoah, a mall artificial Island), 

For m shot, eix thermocouples vill be used - two on the 
Pamy photo tower, two in station 803 on Biljirl, and tvo mounted on 
8 12 x 12 foot platform (25 feet high) on Aniyaanli. In addition 
three 'black ball" stations will be. established near the north end 
of RunAt. Each "black ball" station wi3.l consist of a pressure-tight 
case roughly two feet square and three feet high, to the top of vhlch 
one or nore b&Us (6” diam.) will be attached. The case will then be 
either buried (with the balls protruding above the surface of the 
&round, of couree) or bolted to a concrete emplacement. 

Remarks: 

!Che tremendous mount of dust thrown up by a surface burst im- 
pliee a strong variation of trammission with azimuth angle - and also 
the possibility of variations along a given radial line. As a result 
of this, one cannot be certain of adequate documentation of the total 
thermal radiation with a given number of measuring stations. In any 
event, the MID shot meaeurements Kill be characteristic of the wea- 
pon &sign, and of EMwetok and the firing conditions - and hence may 
be of little use in predicting thermal effects from the-nuclear 
weapons in general. 

!Che relatively dust-free light paths from an air burst cue con- 
ducive to much more reliable documentation, hence the KING shot 
measurements may well be sufficiently complete and reliable to allow 
predictions to be made. Xhe results of the0e measurements, when 
combined with past work on smaller yield bombs, will make air drop 
data available over the yield range of l-5OOKT. 

COPlED!DOE 
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Object of the Experiment: 

lb the soldierwhomaybe crposedto thermslradlationfromaa 
ucplodlngatanicbomb, perhaps themost importit single questiona 
be anmered is "Can I duck It? - Is it possible to escape a large 
portion 0f its hrumrful effects by jumping behind a tree or rock, 
etc.1” 
the time 

To obtain the answer to such a question, we must Investigate 
dependence of totalthermalrsdiatio~ 

To the weapon diagnostician, the early time dependence of t&m 
z&atlon Is closely related to the fireball opacity and to the blaet 
propagation near reflecting surfaces. Aiso, of course, it is impor- 
tant to the understanding of themal radiation itself as a field 
variable. As an illustration of the latter, it can be combined with 
the spectrumversustime data to aid in the documentationof tram- 
mission* as a function of energy and atmospheric conditions. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. At IVY, three methods of measuring total thermal radiation 
wzrsus time will be used,as follows: 

(1) High speedbolmeters, having approxlmately25~stlme 
resolution, will be used to cover the period of time frcmt just before 
to several seconds after zero - when the themal radiation flux has 
returned to background values. The bolometer consists essentially oi 
a small piece of blackened platinum wire that is exposed to the ther- 
mal radiation source, by means of a rotating chopper wheel, several 
thousand times each second. As the temperature of the platinum wire 
changes, its resistance changes - hence it is capable of supplying a 
signal to an electronic recording circuit, the magnitude of the 
signal being proportional to the temperature it "sees". 

!be bolameter assembly for*this project consists of two 
such bolometers connected in push-pull electronically. Connected in 
this fashion, they generates24000 cycle AC sigml, the amplitude 
afwhlch is proportional to the radiautflux incident on the equip- 
ment. !lhls AC signal is recorded on magnetic tape, using technique6 
wfiichallowadynsmicrangeofanethausandtimesbackgrouad(witha 
lInearportlonfor~0t3mesbackgrouud). 

(2) Liquid flow meters, having a tlw resolution of approxi- 
matelylms, willbe used to cover the same period of time as the 

* See the discussion of Project 8.1.. 
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~lcxneter ssse~&lies above. Yhessmetere have the advantage of being 
~on-el6c~onic (rt@-ring no tw signals or power), and consist of 
6 rigid ch8mber filledwith an opaque liquid. A quartz window 1s 
*&I In one wall of the chamber, thrcnqh which the radiant flux 
sy reach the liquid. 'Ihis flux heats the liquid, with resultant 
-ion - and the rate of expansion is propartional to the rate 

tc ai heating. In fact it can be shown #at, to 8 fairly hi& degree 
oi accuracy, the r8te of flow (escape) of liquid from such a &811&w 
is proportion8l to the rate at which radiant energy enters the Quartz 

ml ViDiCW. For this irsstnment, the rate of flow will be recorded on 

iet arevolving dnrm. 

F- 

cells wi?be Led 
or very early time coverage (0.1~s to lOOr_s), photo- 

th . These are nothing more than current generators 
. Wing extremely good time resolution. The instantaneous current 

generated is a known function of the insts.nt8.neous radiant flux 
"seen" by the cell, tuld the known function is supplied by laboratory 
calibration. !L!he current signals supplied by these instruments will ? 

be converted to voltage signals, attenuated if necessary, and recorded 
by oscillogrsphs . 
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B. ForMME 
each contain the 
equipment: 

shot, stations 800 on Ekqebi and 803 on Biijlri will 
following therm31 radiation versus time measuring 

(1) Two high speed bolometer asse!mblies. 

(2) Two photocell recorders - one sensitive to the violet 
portion of the speckmm, 8nd the other sensitive to 
the red portion. 

(3) @axan’o of the above mentioned non-electronic in- 
. 

For XRG shot, station 803 on Biijirl will be reactivated to 
take the same measurements as mentioned above for MDE. In addition, 
thesemeasureamtswillbe duplicatedfromthe 25 foot tower on 
AtXLyaanii. 

Remsrke: 

Contamimtion due to M3KE rpay make station 803 on Siijiri unavail- 
8ble for RRiG shot them& mdiation measurements. If this shouldbe 
the ~8845, the Anly8anii st8tlonwiXLbe dependeduponforalltime 
dependent total thermal measurements. Such a situation increases the 
probability of loss of data because of localized cloud cover. 
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,ike Shot Thermal Intensity as a Function of Time 
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C%ject of the Experiment: 

A complete docwnentation of thermal radiation a8 a “field variable* 
aesociated with exploding atomic barnbe must include studies 0r the 
radiation energy epectmm. To the theoretician interested In weapon 
diagnosis, such lnformtion may explain an early phemmenon in the 

explosion develoynt - or it msy explain a connection between them 
radiation and another field variable, such a6 pressure. To the weapon 
effects theoretician, knowledge of a bomb's expected thermal 6p6Ct.1~~ 
will. be an aid In predicting the penetrating paver of the radiation - 

both throu@ air and Into more solid 8ub8tanCe6, such as human flesh. 

I 

lhia project is part of a continuing series of experiments, the 
purpose of which Is to obtain as much information a6 possible concern- 
ing the thermal radiation spectrm associated with VariOUS sizes and 

types of attic bombs - detonated under a variety of conditions. Both 

integral (summation over all time) and time dependent spectra will bt 

tieasured. !Che relatively high yields expected from the IVY devices ’ 

should insure a considerable extension of these data with respect to 
energy release. 

I4thodand Procedure: 

A. !the Cl.a~6i~al method for measuring the energy 6pectZUm Of a 
radiation beam involves the use of an instrument krmwn as a spectro- 

each. This instnment passes the beam through a "spreading" device 

r sm or diffraction grating) and then directs It to a photographic 
&&ion . !the spreading device deflects each component of the inci- 

dent composite beam by an amount dependent upon its energy. Hence 
the hem sfter spreading consists of a "fan" of smaller beam6 - each 
of the latter, being essentially monoenergetic. 'These beams cause 

"exposure" in the silver hallde.of the emulsion - hence a dark line 
on the developed negative is associated with a paFticLl.ar energy 
level 0r electramagnetic radiation. Ihe spectrograph record produced 

by a beaa6 containing many different energies canslets Of many dark 
lines 6eparated by light& areas - the latter being associated 
energy levels not represented in the besm. 

tith 

Calibration of the in6tmxWt with know monoenergetic 
allows the experimenter to identiiy a given line on the record 
1n.g indicative of a given energy. 

Sources 

a6 be- 

!&e above outlined technfque doe6 not, in Itself, allow for 

1: tlrae resolution. The record simply gives the integrated spectmm 
I for whatever length of time the wmpoelte beam Is incident upon the 

instrument. he way of obtaining the epectrm versus time 16 to add 

CO?iED/DbL 
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6 shutter and moving film - 
"motion picture" camera. 

then operating the spectrograph like a 
A member of discrete integral spectra will 

thus be obtained, each covering a short period of time. 'Ihe time 
resolution of such a system is fixed by the shutter and film speeds. 
Another way is to move only the film using no shutters. '01s technique 
supplies a continuous strip of spectm (rather than a series of dis- 
Crete spectra), each line of which is more or less densi a8 its length 
is traversed - depending upon the time variation of that I>articular 
energy. 

For either of the above methods, timing marks are created oh 
the film as it moves - in order that a particular spectrum can be 
identified with a given elapsed time frcxn the start of the record. 

B. For MIX3 shot, moving film spectrographs will be instailed at 
et&Ions 800 on Engebi and 802 on Biijiri. At each of these stations 
measurements will be taken with two film speeds - one to obtain 8 

speck-m every 2 milliseconds, 
2 microseconds. 

the other to obtain a spectrumevery 
The above mentioned “motion picture" technique will 

be used for the 2 ms resolution, whereas the continuous strip tech- 
nique will be used for the 2~8 resolution. Each filmframe of the 
slow speed record will contain 5 spectra. Ihe first four of these 
are Identical in content but with differing exposure levels, ranging 
from 1 to .03 on a relative scale, produced by the use of three ND* 
filters. The fifth is that of either a standard intensity source or 
a standard wave length source - whichever is most~useful for calibra- 
tion under the circumstances. !fhe high time resolution will be pro- 
duced by forming a 20 micron high spectrum of the source on a film 
moving at the rate of 25 meters per second. In this fashion, high 
time resolution is gained by sacrificing the range of intensities 
that can be covered. 

In addition a high resolution of energies will be obtaFned on 
a Integral spectrum. The instrwnent for this measurement will be 
installed in a small room directly beYow the photo tower cab on Pamy 
island. Approxinretely 0.1 Angstrom (A)- wave length resolution will 
be obtiined by using a 21 foot focal length 15,000 line grating in a 
Wadsworth mounting. 'Ike spectrumbetween 38OOand8000 Awillbe 
formed on a plate 30 inches long, and simultaneously (by BWLW of fll- 
ter semtion) the spectrum between 1900 and &IO0 A vill be fonned 
adjacent to it. 'Ihis folding technique, of course, effects a great 
saving in space. 

For KRUS shot, the above mentioned Biijiri and Parry inst&.l- 

* See the footnotes on page 3.5.2 
* 1 Angstrom = 10B8 cm. 

‘ 



atioxls will be sctllmted. me measurenrants taken fran them lm.J k 

Identical to those taken for MIKE shot. 

!!!he relatively poor energy resolution obtalnablo in the high rpstd 
epfxtram8kee malysie of thanverydifficult. Am araault,thshigh 
energy resolution of the records obtrrlned with the integrating epectm 
grsph- served as an analysis aid. For instBJIC8, a poup of llnee on 
the high speed record may look like a eingle blur, yet the position 
thir blur vlll a.U.0~ it to be Identified oh the integral spectmm 
rCC0I-d. Ihe energy resolution of the latter is sufficiently great 
that we no lozlger have a blur, but a group of well defined and dls- 
tinct lines. 

of 

, 
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Object of the Ebcperiment: 

In the discussion of Project 8.1, ve considered an equation 
(equation 8.1.1) of great potential usefulness for the prediction or 
incident thermal radiation versus dietice. The use of this equation 
for making prediction8 implies that one must know F as a function or 
yield and T (or A) as a function of the atmospheric conditions. To 
obtain the latter functional relationships experimentally, we measure 
Q as a function of distance (see Project 8.1) and mathematically de- 
termine the values of F and T which allow the best '!fit" of equation 
8.1.1 to the observed data. The value of F thus obtained can be re- 
lated to the measured yield of the weapon, to obtain another point on 
the Fversue Wcurve. The documentation of T, hovever, is much more 
complicated, since the range of electromagnetic radiation in any med- 
ium is dependent upon the energy (wavelength) of the radiation a8 well 
a8 the characteristics of the medium. We therefore must obtain inf'or- 
mation a8 to: 

(a) The energy distribution (spectrum) of the radiation emanat- 
ing from an atomic weapon. 

(b) The effective range of electromagnetic radiation in the 
atmosphere, as a function of energy and the atmosphere's 
ambient conditions. 

The primary purpose of this proJect is to add to the already ex- 
ietent fund of knovledge for (b) above. The secondary purpose is to 
satisfy an operational requirement - this will be discussed under 
"Remarks" belov. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. 'ibe observation of a known monochromatic light source en- 
ables one to obtain data as to the transmission of a particular wave- 
length in the electromagnetic spectrum over the path from the source 
to the receiver. Laboratory calibration of the source allows u8 to 
determine the actual wavelength and total energy being radiated. 
Similarly, laboratory calibration allovs us to interpret the detector 
reaction as so much radiation energy received. 

A typical known light source for field use consists of a 
parabolic reflector with a tungsten lamp mounted at its focus. The 
light from the proJector is modulated at &I cycles per second by a 
shutter mechanism to make it easier for the detector to distinguish 
between the primary light signal and "noise" created by scattered 
light from other sources. A typical receiver (detector) consists of a 
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vbolic mirror with 8 photocell mounted at its focus. !T!he current 
generated by the photocell is proportional to the intensity of light 
deeDI and this current signal is used (usually after amplification) 
to actuate various types of recording devices. 

B. Transmissometer (source, detector, and recorder) assemblies 
dl_l be operated over several light paths at Eniwetok atoll. for IVY, 

For MIKE shot, one light source will consist of two 60 inch 
ss~chlights with 4000 watt tungsten lamps at their foci. One light 
V~U be used, and the other wiU be on automatic standby (the failure 
of the first will automatically turn on the second). like 60 cycle 
modulation will be produced by rotating a sector disc between the 
bulb and the mirror - lOO$ modulation being obtained. The search- 
lights will be mounted.approximately 100 feet above sea level on the 
Parry photo tower, and the associated receiver will be on Elugelab - 
the latter consisting of a vacuum phototube mounted at the focus of a 
60 inch (focal length) parabolic mirror, and its associated recording 
equipment. A similar set-up will be used between Bogon and Bogallua, ’ 
with a smaller searchlight (1.8”) source on Bogon. This pair of trans- 
miasometer assemblies will. monitor the air attenuation along their 
lines of sight at all times prior to the shot, and they till be made 
a part 0r the “go-no-go” system in the firing circuit. 

For KING shot, an attempt will be made to measure air at- 
tenuation between bomb zero and the thermal stations on Parry (photo 
tower), Aniyaanii, and Siijiri (station 803), until some far hours 
prior to the shot; A helicopter will be used, if possible, to hold 
the light source at the proper position. 

Remarks: 

For MIKE shot the success of Programs 2 and 3 is dependent upon 
good air transmission of light at shot time. This is considered to be 
sufficiently important to warrant a postponement,of the shot if' local- 
ized rain conditions cause the transmission to drop below prescribed 
values ( -2O$). Such a postponement, if necessary, will be made auto- 
matic by the following circuitry: When the current signal generated 
by the detector phototube (at either E.&gelab or Bogallua) falls below 
the prescribed value, and stays below for 20 seconds, a relay will be 
opened. When it rises above the prescribed value, and stays above for 
20 seconds, the relay will be opened again. The firing circuit is such 
that this relay must be open for the bomb to be detonated. The twenty 
second delay period is included so that a highly transient disturbance 
to the light path (such as a bird flying in front of the detector) will 
not actuate the relay. 
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* Personnel for this project are reported under Project 6.10. 
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ObJect of the Erperiment: 

'Ihi project 10 designed t0 determine, In free air at altitude8 

significant to delivery aircraf't, tbt thermal radiation Intensity a8 a 

function of time, and the nkaxbim associated radiation-induced a*- 
crafteklntemperature. Such information ie eesential to studies of 
safeaircraftdellveryproceduree. 

Method end Rocedure: 

The ma&mum skin temperature of the ~-36~ and B-47B aircraft or 
Project 6.10 till be determined with skin patches - located on the 
inside surface of the skin. llhermocouplee, properly located for rep- 

resentative meesurements,will also be wed. %e temperature a8 a 
functionoftimewlllbe correlateddirectlytith the thermalradia- 
tion intensity measurements made with a directed phototube. 

Attenuation measurements will be nude over e two veek pre-shot 
period,nsing similar equipnent In a B-29, todetennlne the eirtrans- 
mission propertiee under conditions as nearly similar to those exist- 
ing at ahot time aa poselble. Astrongmercury-arc llghtsourcewill 
be operated on or near Rugelab island three weeks prior to KDE shot 
and attenuation mea8 urementavillbemade onanumberofdays, at 
about the samehour of the day88 proposed shot time. Suchmeasure- 
mente will ale0 be made bmnediately prior to the ehot. It is also 

planned to have a eimilar light source on Runit ieland, andas,rpsny 
pre-shot attenuation measurements as possible will be made during the 
time Interval between re-entry into the atoll subsequent to MIKE shot 
and KING ehot. 

At shot tine the light source will be destroyed, but prior to this 
it will serve a8 a point for alignment of the phototube mentioned 
above. 

Remarks : 

!Che attenuation data obtained in Reject 8.4 will be of great value 
in final analysis of the data obtained herein. 
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Object of the Experiment: 

We have seen in other project discussions that electromagnetic 
radiation acts as an important energy transport mechanism for atomic 
explosioau. Those projects, however, have been concerned with short 
wave length portions of the electromagnetic spectrum - heat, light 
gamma radiation, etc. It also has been well established that a lo&er 
wave length component of the spectrum is radiated, but very little is 
known about the details of the phenomenon. 

Past experimental results indicate that a broad-band radio signal 
of very high intensity is emanated by exploding fission bo&s. The 
frequency range of the band extends from very low audio (one or two 
cycles per eecorxi) to moderately high radio (-100 megacycle) frequen- 
cies, and the total duration of the signal is approximately two seconds, 

I 

Naturally, one hopes to take advantage of such a phenomenon in, 
some way. Perhaps it can be used in the field of long range detection, 
helping us to penetrate the atomic energy security mantle of another 
nation. Perhaps it can be used to supplant more cumbersome rnethcds of 
diagnostic experimentation in our own weapon test programs. This ex- 
periment is part of a continuing effort to understand how, why, and 

, where this radio signal is generated. 
i. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. The ordinary radio is designed to receive a very narrow band 
of frequencies at a given time - in order that the user may separate 
a desired signal from the host of those not desired. Such a “selecti- 
vity” is achieved by tuning the antenna system to resonate at a given 
frequency. Conversely, an untuned antenna (one with no resonant fre- 
quencies) is capable of detecting a wide range of radio frequencies 
simultaneously. 

This experiment makes use of such an untuned antenna as its de- 
tector, and proceeds to amplify the signal in the normal “radio” fash- 
ion. The purpose here is not to drive a transducer, however, but to 
deflect the sweep of a cathode-ray tube. The amplified signal is fed 
simultaneously to the vertical deflection plates of several such tubes, 
each having a dFfferent elapsed tim horizontal sweep (covering the 
range of 2 ps to 2 sec., approximately). A number of oscillographs 
are thus obtained (by photographing the tube faces for permanent records) 
of the induced signal, each accentuating a different detail. 

B. Recording equipment will be operated at Parry island and at 
Los Alamos, for bqth y_y and KING shots. 

. ._. -* 
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(2) IST-lift into BLklni atoll. 
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(Ibject of the Experiment: 

This project Is designed to determine the 
plosion on the ionosphere, with respect to the 
waves. 

l4ethod and Procedure: 

effect of an atomic ex- 
propagation of radio 

A. The effects of atomic explosions on oblique incidence radio 
signals reflected from the ionosphere and the attenuation caused by 
the Ionosphere layers will, if practicable, be observed. A vertical 
incidence ionosphere height recorder till be located a6 near to 
ground zero as practicable to observe near effects. Other recorder6 
will be located at suitable distances to observe the undisturbed 
ionoephere for control purposes. 

Radio signals frcxn various widely separated transmission path6 
will be recorded in an effort to determine unusual disturbance6 
which may be correlated vith previous projects and experiments. The 
effect of atomic explosion-induced ionospheric disturbances upon the 
scattering of radio waves will be observed. Serious dis*bances of 
the ionosphere, with consequent interruption of routine IXM%O com- 
munications, have been observed at past tests. !&Is project ie ah 

voteat improving our =a=6tan* of the phenomena. 

B. Several HF sky-wave circuits will be keyed preceding, during, 
ma f0uovingt.h shot. Cbservations will be made relatively close- 
in (50-200 miles) to determine the effect of the explosion on the 
circuits monitored. 

Vertical incidence CRPL Type C-3 automatic ionobdmic-helet 

recorders will be operated at Parry and Bikini islands. Special 
recordings will be made on C-3 recorders at existing Army Signal 
Corps and Ik~tment of Ccammce ionosphere observation stations. 
Back-scratcher ionosphere eqUiTm\ant will be operated to sweep the 
ionosphere azimuth-wise. Field intensity measurements will be made 
atC%amofWWJE transmissions from Maul, T.H., prior to and during 
the test. 

A simulated practical communications system will be operated 
a6 follows: 

(a) Transmitonabout3megacycles at Rhretokuslng~ 
antennauithmxximum radiation Ln an upward direction. 
The transmission will use radio teletype keying and 
wSLl be on test tape. It will be observed, on a con- 
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uous basis, at Bikini and other mobile atatiom in 
the shot area. 

(b) fl!rangmission~ will be made in the high frequency band 
from aircraft 250 miles west of E&n&ok, dW~trl- 
cauy o$Fposlte Bikini. these will be observed at 
Bikini and other desQnated et&ions. 

.O 

2 

ing;, 
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ated 

Observations will be made on long wavelength radzio clrmmrni- 
cation circuits originating at Gum, Honolulu, and other locations. 

This pro,ject will be closely coordinated with ProJecta 7.1 imd 
P-3. 
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Object of the Experiments 

This project will attempt further quantitative investigations of 
the electromagnetic pulse caused by atomic explosions, recording euf- 
ficient data, over a wide band of search frequencies, to support a 
theoretical study of the phenomenon. 

Method and Procedurer 

A. Special close-in measurements of the radiated pulse spectrum 
will be made. In addition, radio receivers and recording apparatus 
will'be employed at various distances to record evidence of the phe- 
nomenon, to determine field strength and establish the frequency dis- 
tribution. Current investigations have been initiated to determine the 
validity of the phenomenon on theoretical grounds. 

B. A spectrum analysis of the radiated pulse will be made on + 

Runit and Parry islands. Observations will be made at Hawaii and 
Belmar, New Jersey, on 10 kilocycles (using aferics receivers). Obeer- 
vations will also be made at such stations as Adak, Okinawa, Bikini, 
Kwajalein, Guam, Japan, and Belmar, New Jersey, guarding optimum propa- 
gation frequencies. 

Remarks: 

This project will be coordinated with Projects 7.1 and 9.2. The 
data obtained herein will be complimentary to that obtained from the 
radar scope photography in Project 9.4, and each will aid in the analy- 
sis and interpretation of the other as techniques for indirect high 
yield weapon detection. 

9.3.2 . 
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dect No: 9.4 Project Title: hraluation of Indirect Bomb 
Damage Assesmnent Techniques. 

,::t participation: MIRB - ICBIG 
H 

.+or: DOD (USAF) 

Ft'ect Officer: 

Same: Lt. Col. Rodney Nudenberg 
Address: Wright Air Development Center 

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base 
Ikryton, Ohio 

,%one: Kenmore 7lU. 
EXT. 2-2226 

::rducting Agency: Wright Air Development Center 

.3rsonnel Reatirements in the Forward Area: 

'Approximate 1 I I 

'Number 1 From ' To t 
Officer t 1 ? M-30 I Kfi ? 

Enlisted t 5 I M-30 ’ Kf5 I 
Civilian 1 2 I M-30 ’ Kj5 I 

k?Port Required: 

(1) Zftfiization of Project 6.10 aircat, as well as any 
other aircraft within sufficient range and ulth ade- 
quate airborne radar equipment. 

(2) Four Bhangmeters - to be supplied by EG&G. 
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Object of the Experiment8 

It is planned herein to evaluate components of the 1% which b 
i.nstal$ed in aircraft scheduled to participate In Projects 6.10 and 8.5, 

Method and Procedure: 

A. Photographs of radar scopes will be made during the atomic 
explosions, and a-detailed analysis will be made of the value of this 
technique as a measure of bombing accuracy, bomb damage, and weapon 
yield*- --- .. - 

. . . . . * __ 

B. The basic radar equipment of the B-36D, the B-bD, and any 
available B-SO's and B-29*8 will be utilized, These equipments are 
either complete AN/APQ-21r radar systems or APS-23 radar sets, the 
former incorporating the latter as part of the system. The response 
of the radar sets to each detonation uillbe observed and photographed 
on 35 XII film using standard O-1sA tamers (-1s frames/set). 

Indications of actual burst height and circular bombing error 
are to be obtained from the PPI presentations. In order that yield 
estimates can be obtained shortly after detonation (for correlation 
purposes), four Bhangmeters uill be carried - two in each aircraft. The 
latter are described under Project 3.6. 

1. Any radar sets and cameras equivalent to the above mentioned 
types that are airborne and within 50 to 75 miles from Eniuetok should 
be turned on arxl film should be made available to and later collected 
from each. 

2. This project is a continuation of similar test projects con- 
ducted at GREENHOUSE, BUSTEZ-JANGLE, and TUMEUR-SNAPPER. Radar 8cope 
data is 00 available from CRCSSROAI!S, SANDSTONE, AND RANGER. It is 
proposed that all these data be compiled and be the basis for a con- 
tinuing Air Force study of this indirect bomb damage assessment method. 

PA.2 
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PROGRAM 10 

TIMIHGAHDFlRR?G 

Project Nor 10.1 Project Titlet Timingand Firiag. 

jhot bZ%iCipatiOn: MXKE - KRVG 

Sponsor: w 

Project Officert 

Name t 
Address: 

Phone: 

Hr. Herbert E. Grier 
Edgerton, Geraeshausen & Grier, Inc. 
160 Brookline Avenue 
Boston 153 Ikss. 

Copley 7-3520 (Office) 
Bigelow 4-4956 (tie) . 

Conducting Agency: Edgerton, Germeshausen & Grier, Inc. 
160 Brookline Avenue 
Boston 15, lkssachusette 

Personnel Requirements in the Forward Areas* 

'Approximate 1 8 I 

'Number 1 From ’ To I 

Officer I 3 I M-42 ’ KC? I 

Enlisted f t I I 

Civilian t 1 t M-42 ’ MC10 ’ , 

Support Required: 

od, 

+ Plus seven sdditional civilians from M-42 to K/7. 

i-;. 1 -; 3E 
LAi;; i?C 



Object of the Experiment8 

This proJect is responsiblk for supplying all tining Siw w 

quired by the NY experimental program, ad for supplying the f% 
pulse to the detonators of the MIKE shot weapon. Having such r+3yrcr_ 
sibilities, Its most serious problem is that of maximizing the ML~, 
bility of its equipment - a most perplexing problem indeed when on6 
considers that’ Eniwetok atoll must be completely devoid of perao~~l 
for MIKE shot. 

The importance of reliable timing signals for a complex experi- 
mental program of this type see- obvious. In fact, no exaggeration 
is involved in the statement that the success or failure of rnw cx- 
perimental projects is heavily dependent upon their receipt of aecu- 
rate and dependable pre-shot timing sig%Cb. Most measuring devlcer 
need to nget ready” just before they take a measurement - zwd many 
such devices need stopping before they try to measure too much. Tib 
in6 6-b are used to solve such problems. 

? * 

Rethod and procedure; 

A. Consider an -Imaginary experiment station, S, which contains 
an assembly of experimental equipment, E. E is to be used for some 
measurement during an atomic explosion, and its proper operation de- 
pends upon the following sequence of events3 

!tkt’,” minutes prior to zero time an electric motor must be 
. 

(b) 5 minutes-prior to zero time a voltage must be applied 
to the plates of a condenser. 

(c) 1 minute prior to zem time the protective cover of a 
leru must be raised. 

(d) 1 second prior to zero a shutter must be opened. 

(e) At zero time the condenser must be discharged. 

(f) 1 second after zero the shutter must be closed, the 
protective cover lowered, the voltage removed from the con- 
denser plates, and the motor stopped. 

The experimenter builds E in such a way that the closing of 

a switch is sufficient to cause each of the above to take place, He 

- 1 
, 

_. *,- ’ ,* I 

5u itc 
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:-~~c supplied with five relays (by those responsible for timing) 
,.,;, can be installed in S. The relays furnish the above mentioned 
,.::tles for E, a Separate relay being used for each circuit which re- 
.._-c~ its switch to be closed at a different time. Signal wires e.x- 
r: fron each relay to the nearest distribution station of the thing 
,?tt9 - which serves a number of experimental stations in addition 

_ 5. 

Each distribution station contains one relay for each time 
,?A). available in the System - the closing of which actuates every 

7Te:irnental station relay intended to be closed at that time. Signal 
,:.Ts extend from each distribution station relay to a corresponding 
,..:ch in the central timing station. The latter is arranged to be 

-at& either by hand or by a mechanically driven cam. ‘.? * 

As an example, then, the sequence of events at 1 second prior 
: :ero ia: 

(a) The 1 second switch in the central timing station is 
closed - by a motor driven cam in this instance. This allows 
a signal to pass along the 1 second “line” to all distri- 
bution stations, where 

(b) All 1 second distribution station relays close. This 
allows current to flow in the 1 second lines leading to ex- 
perimental stations, where 

(c) All 1 second experimental station relays 
is the final desired result, and, in the case 
the shutter will open. 

close. This 
of E above, 

The above outline is perhaps over-simplified, but it will 
!:.Te to identify the components in the IVY description which follows. 

B. The timing signals which past experience has shown will meet 
2 requirements of most experimenters are as followS: 
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a!E 

Manually 
operated 

I 

Automatic 

(a) For a tower shot 

Tim (with Error (with 
eect to respect to 
zero actual mm) 

do mill 0.5 set 

-30 min I( 

_ -15 ndn 0.1 set 
(cam operated) 

-Sd 0 

-1ti B@ 

-30 set .05 se0 

-1s BBC I) 

- 5 aec m 

- 1 set n 

ZERO 0 

+ 1 set 0 

(b) For an air burst 

Time Error (with 
respect to 
predicted sem) 

Automatic -30 set 0.05 set 

a -15 set n 

I) - 5 eec a 

a - 2.5 set w 

Remarks 

Cut-off for all relays 

Remark8 

Auto 

* 



Time Error (with Remarks 
respect to 
predicted zero) 

hltoInatIc 

* 

I) 

II 

- 1.5 set 

- 0.5 set 

ZERO 

+ 3 set 

0.@5 set 

a 

lo For "Dry Runs" only 

II Cut-off for all relays 

tom, and 
Two of the master switches are actuated by manual push but- 
the remainder by an automatic sequence timer. The automatic 

sequence timer (or cam sequence timer) ia a precision device driven by 
a synchronous motor. The timing cams operate mercury master switches 
in the proper sequence. For a tower shot, a sequence-start button 
(manually operated) places the cam timer in operation, and the timer ! 
shuts itself off after opening all the signal circuits after zero. For' 
an air drop, a radio tone signal is interrupted at the time of bomb 
release, and controls the actual start of the cam timer. 

(b) For an air burst (Continued) 

Power to actuate all relays is supplied by batteries. In 
every case, the batteries are located in the station from which the 
signal comes - that is, the power to actuate the experimental station 
relays is provided by batteries located in the associated distribution 
station, etc. 

All relays are type DN-11 railroad relays, which can operate 
on as low as 7.5 or as high aa 100 volts. The operating time is es- 
sentially constant for voltages across the coil in excess of 25 volts. 
Four double-throw suitches are available on each relay for the experi- 
menters use. Rro of these switches are rated at 10 amperes, and the 
remaining two are rated at L amperes. 

Each relay circuit contains a monitoring millismraeter, in 
order that faulty operation of the circuit may be diagnosed. The 
criteria for meter location are identical with those mentioned above 
for battery location. 

The fundamental limitation on the total number of basic time 
signals is the availability of lines from the control station. Since 
it is not feasible to string several miles of line for one additional 
time, the practice 523 for an experimenter to receive a standard signal 
and construct a delay 1Fne which wK!_l adapt it to his individual needs. 

10.1,s 
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For an air drop, uncertainties in the release time and ti-_ 
of-fall force all signals to be given with respect to predicted zem. 
and actual zero may vary from predicted sen> by as much as 1.5 aecc& 
either way, Thus no signal can be expected to exhibit an accuracy 
with respect to actual zero of better than d1.S seconds. SigGlls 
given prior to release time (for example, a $5 mhut+ signal) must 
obviously be given without knowledge of what the actual .precise xv- 
lease time will be. It is quite possible for conditions on the &rod 
or in the plane to delay, or cause an abort of, the planned bomb W, 
Approximately 25 minutes are required for the plane to make another 
run - hence such an eventuality will delay zero time by that amount, 
The practical significance of this is that batteries (for instance, a 
filament supply) that are turned on pr,ior to expected release time 
should be capable of supplying currenq for the time necessaQ to malcb 
one or two extra bomb runs. 

For pre-shot test purposes in-the field, a practice (or 
Ndryr)timing signal run is made twice each day - rith zero times at 
1000 and 1500 hours local time. An experimenter receives any or all 
of these "dry run" signals, by his request only. Reliability con- 
siderations, of course, dictate his use of .a maximum number of dry 
Nnsignals. 

. . 

c. In addition to the above system; @Qlue Boxes" are available 
to those experimenters requiring them. The Blue Box is a device which 
responds to a very fast-rising (in intensity) light.signal - and hence 
to the initial bomb light but not to extraneous sources. Its response 
consists of sup?ling either or both of two signals. The first of these 
is a voltage pulse rising to -200 volts within 100 pa after zero, 
and holding at -100 volts until manually reset. The second is a re- 
lay closure which is completed within 2 ms after zero. The relay in- 
cludes one double throw switch, the contacts of which are rated at 2 
amperes. The Blue Ebx is self-contained and weather proof. Models 
are available for both standard (ll0 volt) AC power line and battery 
operation. 

D. Everything we have said thus far applies to timing systems 
in general, and only one restriction has been implied - the existence 
of a man at the central timing (control) station to actuate the manu- 
ally operated switches. For MIKE shot, this restriction cannot be 
satisfied since the atoll will be combletely evacuated - hence an ad- 
ditional link will be required in the system. The link will be sup- 
plied by radio control, and television monitoring, of the Elugelab _ 
central timing station from the WsteP in the evacuation fleet. For 
details of the radio link operation, the reader is referred to the 
Project Officer. 
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E. The possibility always exists that experimental conditions 
will be such that a shot must be stopped snd delayed. For air drops, 
radio contact is maintained between the control station and the drop- 
ping aircraft - and a verbal order to the bombardier can prevent re- 
lease of the bomb Fp given early enough. For surface shots, a. master 
disconnect switch is included in the system to allow manusl stoppage 
after the sequence timer is actuated. 

In addition, for surface shots, one wishes to allow for the 
necessity of a shot stoppage that can not (or need not) be subJected 
to the vicissitudes of human reaction. Two examples suggest them- 
selves: 

(a) If something untoward happens less than a second before 
zero, it may well be too late for a human to find out about 
it - or to decide what to do Ff he does find out - or pull 
the switch Ff he decides. ! 

(b) Certain eventualities Etre so serious that their occur- 
rence does not require a last-minute decision. If they 2 
occur, the shot must be stopped. 

Ons solution to -the problem implied by these examples is the 
inclusion of one or more automatic master disconnect switches in the 
firing circuit. Such a system bears the name “go-no go”, and will bs 
included for MIKE shot. The discussion of Pro.lect 8.4 describes one 
of the go-no go installations. Another will be supplied by the cryo- 
genics system. 

FO Firing signals originate in the control station in the same 
manner as the cam timing signals, a separate %ero” cam being used* 
The master disconnect switch, and the remainder of the firing Circuit, 

is isolated from the timing system for safety’s Saks. 
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10.2 ?roject Not 

Shot PaI%iCigation: Iliac; 

s9onsor: AEC 

Project Titler Release Tone. 

project Officer: 

Namet Mr. C. B. McCmpbell 
Address : (Code 5225-l) Sandia Corporation 

Sandia Base, Albuquerque, l%w Mexico 

Phone : Albuquerque 6-4kl 
EXT. z-3215 

Conducting Agency: Weapons Performance Division 
San&a Corporation 

* 
Personnel Requirements in the Forward Area: 

‘Approximate I I I 

‘Number 1 From ’ To f 

Officer t 1 I t 

Enlisted t I I t 

Civilian 1 1 1 ! 

SUDDOZ% Reauired: 

c 

* The personnel requirements of this project are included in 
those of Project 2.5. 



10.2.2 

Object of the Experiment: 

In the discwsion of Project 10.1, we mentioned the use of a a_ 
driven sequence timer to actuate the majority of the timing signal 
master switches. We also mentioned that, for an air drop, the sequence 
timer is triggered (started) by the interruption of a radio tone eigpal 
when the bomb is released. lhis project is responsible for furnishing 
the starting sigrvrl to E.G.&G.8s sequence timer - in order that the 
complex timing-signal system described previously may be put Into op- 
eration. Reliability is the most important boundary condition (to the 
design and operating techniques used herein) implied by such a respon- 
sibility. 

Method and Procedure: 

A. Knowledge of the objective to be achieved by this experimen- 
tal project makes the basic method of achievement obvious. Prior to 
the release of the bomb, a radio tone signal is transmitted from the 
dropping aircraft. When the bomb leaves its shackle, this sign& ie 
interrupted. !Phe line which supplies power to the sequence timer con- 
tains a relay-actuated switch, the relay coil being connected to a 
radio receiver which is tuned to detect the tone signal. As long as 
the tone signal is being transmitted, the switch is held open; the 
interruption of the tone, however, allows the swPtch to close. !Lhe 
latter starts the sequence timer and *'the die is cast". The equipment 
duplication techniques, used to augment this basic method (see below), 
are indicative of the striving for reliability. 

B. !l?wo transmitters (transmitting on different frequencies) will 
be operated in the dropping aircraft, a normally-closed switch being 
located in the "ground" line of each (Sl and S2). These stitches are 
opened (by remote control, utilizing sealed micro-switches) when the 
bomb is released. !tko relay-actuated normally-open switches (in series) 
are located in the sequence timer power line (S3 and S4), - each relay 
coil being connected to an associated receiver. Each receiver is tuned 
to the frequency of one airborne transmitter. 

!Fhe opening of Sl and S2 interrupts both tone transmissions. 
!Ms in turn causes the receivers to pulse their respective relay coils, 
closing S3 and S4 - which allows current to flow to the sequence timer. 
Ihe series connection of 5%~ and S4 Implies that both tone signals must 
be interrupted before the sequence timer can s-7 hence the failure 
of one transmitter or one receiver cannot cause the timer to be sctu- 
ated prematurely. 

!Fhe above is a highly simplified representation of the equip- 



- 

rent used by thie project. !Llhe reader interested in a more detailed 
arpaeition is refemed to the Project Officer. 
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PREUWURY GEOPEXSICALSUXVEXCF TBETESTAREA 

project No: lJ_.l 

Shot Participation: 

Sponsor: DOD (AFSWP 

Project Officer: 

PROGRAM ll 

Phone: Liberty 5-6700 
EXT. 6-4476 

Conductiw Agency: Hydrographic OSfIcc 
U.S. Navy Department 
Washington 25, D. C. 

of the Ocean Project Title: Soundings 
--- -b Side of Lniwetok Reef. 

*e-Shot 

&ml 

Name t J. w. smith 
Address: Office of Raval Research 

Washington 25, D. C. 

Personnel Requirements in the Forward Area: 

'Approximate 8 
f Number 1 From ' To 1 

Officer t 4 ’ M-150 ’ M-120 ' 
Enlisted t 60 I H-l!50 f %I.20 ‘ 
Civilian I 3 I M-150 ' M-l.20 ' 

SUDDOl-t %XJUird: 

(1) Placanent of targets on islands for surveying ship location. 

(2) Use of photopphic facilities ashore. 

(3) Minor use of labo&ory and shop facilities ashore. 

COPIED/DOE 
LANLRC 
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Object of the Experiment; 

Although many water depth soundings have been made in Eniwetok 
lagoon and in the deep ocean water outside the Island ring, the con- 
figuration of the close-in oceanside profile of the reef is unknown. 
Because of the expected magnitude of MIKE shot, there is some poeal- 
bility that the reef may be shattered and braached in the vicinity of 
the shot island. It is therefore Important that the reef configura- 
tion be determined before the shot. Such soundings vill also provide 
information necessary for possible model studies of the atoll,- to rid 
in the interpretation of shot-time measurements. 

Method and Procedure: 

The Navy hydrographic Office has agreed to make the necessay L 
soundings. The method employed will be a modified acoustic sounding 
system, vhereby a vertical *fane of acoustic pulses till be directed 
against the ocean side of the reef, the ,echoes being recorded by 
photography of oecillograph traces. The work will be done from the 
COCOPA (ATF-lOl), supported by a h2-foot boat for close-in measun- * 

Rents. Detailed sounding prof ilee, to a depth of several hundred 
fathoms, will be taken at 500-yard intervals for a distance of five 
miles either way from Elugelab and at interval6 of about one mile for 
the remainder of the reef pertiter. This work will be accomplished 
during J’une, 1952. 
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Project Nor 3.3..2 

Shot Participation: &e-Shot 

Project Title: scaled Gr0ma shock Test6. 

Sponsor: DOD(AFSwP) 

Project Officer: 

Name: H. K. Stephenson 
Address: P. o.Hox 1663 

IDS Alamos, New Mexico 

Phone: 2-4380 

Conducting Agency: I;os Alamos Scientific Iab. 

U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey 
Washington 25, D. C. 

Personnel Requirement8 in the Forward Arear 

'Approximate l I I 

'Number t From ’ To I 

Officer l 1 
I M-225 I M-192 1 

Enlisted l I I I 

Civilian 1 3 I M-225 ’ M-195 I 

Support Required: 

(1) TWO t3eisd.c stitions on San lldefonso (Sta.ll) and FKgili (Sta.13). 

(2) I;ogistic support within the atoll. 

(3) g;;;,';al u8e of heavy equipment such as tractors, bulldozers, 
. 

(4) Support from I&k Group 132.2 consisting of 15-man team (to handle 
high explosives) and approximately 10 radio operators. 
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Object of the Experiments 
. 

prwiictions as ta the ground shock at any given distance from m 
explosion may be based on scaling laws, which have in turn been bmed 
either on theoretical assumptions or on actual measurements for a 
series of shots of different yields. For a particular geological mt_ 
ting measurements in situ must be made. ft was therefore cbcickd to 
m&e a series of ground shock measurements at Eniwetok. Such meas-- 
ments can serve as a check on predictid scaling laws and also as a 
meas- of ground shock attenuation under the particular sub-surface 
conditions at the atoll. 

Method and Procedure: 

A series of scaled shots for ground shock measurement were ma& 
at Eniwetok during March and April, 1%2. The high explosive charges 
for these consisted of a combination of Composition C-2 and Tetrytol, r 
Five shots were fired,these’being the equivalent of 1, 5, 10, 15 and 
20 tons of TNT. 

The shots were arranged in a %eehive* configuration, the base of 
which was placed at the saturated sand level on the shoreline of 
Elugelab near proposed MIKE zero point. Motion pictures of each shot 
vere taken, for a study of wave action. 

Seismic recordings for ground shock measurements were made at 
five stations around the atoll, with seismographs provided by the 
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey. These stations were at San Ildefonso 
(1200 yards), Engebi (6000 yards), Runit (25,100 yards), Rigili 
(27,800 yards), and Eniuetok (bl,700 yards). 

The records of both the seismic and photographic measurements 
are being analyzed at the present time. 
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E'REZfMINAKYGEOPHYSICALSUPVEY OF THETESTAREA 

Eoject No2 11.3 

Shot Participation: Re-Shot 

Sponsor: DOD(Al?SW&ONR) 

Project Officer3 

Project Title: D44p Rrilling to Base Rocks. 

Name t Gordon I4i.u. 
Address: Office of Baval Research 

Washington 25, I), C. 

Phone: Liberty 5-6700 
EXT. 6-2346 

Conducting Agency: Drinixlg and Exploration 
Abilene, TexaS 

?I. S. Geological Survey 
Washington, D. C. 

Personnel Requirements in the Forward Area: 

'Approxunate t 
I I 

tNumber 1 From t To t 

Officer t 2 t 144.65 ’ ~-1% f 

Enlisted I 12 ’ ~-165 ’ M-175 I 

Civilian t 20 
1 M-180 

I M-W 
I 

support Required: 

(1) Heavy equipment for moving drilling rig, drill pipe, casing, etc. 
to first location (Sta. Il30, Elugelab), second location (Sta.113; 
Site Mack), and aboard ship. 

(2) Support by l&man Seabee team to build drilling platform of 8av-y 
~-6 pontoons on site Nack. Heavy equipm4nt support and some 
labor help for this team from Holmes and Harver. 

(3) Mif&taa&aid for handling and firing explosives to prepare 
. 
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Object of the Bcperiment t 

Although coral at4118 have been Studied in One way Or another for 
many years, much is still unknown about their 8trWtUe. From vari- 
oua indirect evidence it is assumed that the ring8 of coral islar&~ 
are built on eroded flat-topped platform8 of volcanic origin and bass- 
tic composition. The validity of this assumption has never been check- 
ed by drilling through the coral t0 the basement structure beneath. 

Drill hole8 at selected location8 on the at011 Will give direct 
information on the geologic column which cannot be obtained in any 
other way. Deep drilling will give a direct measure of the depth of 
coral as well as determining the proportion of sand and rock layers, 
It will provide information necessary in the interpretation of the 
seismic refraction survey (Project ll.4) and will give an opportunity 
for determining vertical seismic profiles by velocity shooting. 

Hethod and Proceduret 

A deep-well rotary drill rig of the type used for oil wells will 
be used t0 drill two holes, each to an estimated depth of so00 feet - 
or int0 the unaltered basement rock. Continuous samples of the drill 
cuttings will be taken, and at intervals cores of the Ipck will be cut 
for Study. 

The fir8t’drill hole will be near the shot point on Elugelab in 
order to determine subsurface conditions there before the disturbance 
created by the shot. The second hole will. be drilled from a Navy 
steel pontoon platform on the shallow coral head (Site Mack) in the 
lagoon west of Runit. This second hole will provide Information on 
subsurface condition8 near the middle of the atoll structure and will 
be especially valuable in the interpretation of the seismic refraction 
surrey. 

It is expected that the drilling will be completed by ear4 July, 
1952. 
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Project No: u.4 

Shot Participation: 

Sponsor: DOD (AFSWP 

Project Officer: 

Project Title: SelslPic Refraction Skrvey. 

Pre-Shot 

am) 

Name : J. w. smith 
Address: Office of lfavsl Research 

Washington 25, D. C. 

Phone: Liberty 5-6700 
EXT. 6-4476 

Conducting Agency: Scripps Institution of Oceanography 
Is Jolla, California 

Personnel Requirements in the Forward Area: 

'Approximate 8 I I 

'Number t From ’ To 1 

Officer 1 6 I 

Enlisted t ~0 8 M-30 I M-l 8 

Civilian 1 25 t x-30 1 M-l ’ 

Support Required: Erection 0r high targets for positioning ship8 
up to 20 miles offshore. 



Object of the Experiment: 

In order properly to interpret seismic measurement made in con- 

junction vith hi& yield weapon teats, the seismic characteristic8 & 

the substructure in the region around the 6hot should be known. sea- 
surements of these characteristic6 can be made by conducting a seismic 
refraction survey, of the 6ame type a6 16 ueed BO widely in explora- 
tion for oil. Zn such a eurvey high explosive charges BT~ fired at 
one point and the re6ulti.ng refracted elastic wave is detected by a 
recorder at a second point. By varying the spacing between shots and 
recorder, the result6 can be interpreted in term6 of the elastic con- 
stants and structure of the underlying rock layers. 

Such a survey was recently completed at Bikini by an expedition 
from the Scripps Institution of Oceanography, and yielded much infor- 
mation i’ndicating a rather cmplex structure under the atoll. ‘The 
proposed eurvey at &iwetok should yield more significant infoz?nation 
because af the additional control provided by the deep-driU hole6 
and experience gained during the Bikini eurwy. 

Method and Fr0ceh-e : 

The refraction survey till be based on the technique worked out 
at Bikini, and the same @wup which conducted the Bikini s~lrvey will 
work at Uwetok. 

!Pwo ship6 will. be used, one for f Iring explosive charges, the 
second to act as recording point for the seismic waves. Detection 
of the waves will be by mean6 of a hydrophone trailed behind the 
recording ship. In such a technique the water is considered a6 one 

layer of a multi-layer problem. l%rthermore, the known seismic 
velocity for sea water is used to measure the separation of the two 
ships. 

Masurements will be made along traverse6 criss-crossing the 

lagoon, and these till be Interpreted in term6 of the configuration 
of the Bubsurface layers under the atoll. The two deep&ill holes 
will give positive control for the interpretation of meaeurements. 

Field work for the seismic refraction survey will be completed 
during the month preceding MME shot. 
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